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Student Government: 
Candidates square 
By Eve DeForest 
Let the campaigns begin! The 
first of several upcoming student 
government campaigns kicked off 
Tuesday night as the candidates for 
the 1990 Executive Board addressed 
the Student Congress in the Egbert 
Union. Candidates were allocated 
ten minutes to present their 
platforms and ten minutes to answer 
questions presented to them by the 
forum. 
Choice ... 
The Choice party was the fust to 
outline their goals and major 
concerns for the future by putting an 
emphasis on their support for the 
needs and wants of the student 
body. 
Susan Brunner expressed her 
concerns with the faculty reducing 
their required Leaching load from 12 
hours to 9 hours. She suggested 
such a cut could result in larger 
class size and increased tuition hikes 
to compensate additional faculty. 
"Ithaca College is a teaching 
institution, not a place where 
students arc numbers and I think 
this really needs Lo be kept in 
mind," said Brunner. 
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Kenneth Moss outlined his ideas C MP JG ING HAS EGUN 
-- ·1 
! 
Stacey Tolchinsky, VP of Campus Affairs for Action, and 
for compu1erizing the college's A A N B : 
system of distributing funds to Matthew Cronin, VP Communications for Choice, present their party's platform. 
Choice l?arty Action Party different student groups and placing a student representative on the All 
College Budgeting Committee. This 
commiLLcc is responsible for 
determining the college budget voted 
upon by the board of trustees. 
Molly Surden ....... President Shawn Harris .......... President 
Kenneth Moss ...... VP of Bus/Finance Marc Samit.. ........... VP of Bus/Finance 
"What we as a party arc proposing 
for next year is that there be a 
student on this commillcc. That 
way we can hear what may happen 
to our tuition dollar before we find 
out what has happened to our tuition 
Samantha Stein .... VP of Campus Affairs Stacey Tolchinsky ... VP of Campus Affairs 
Matthew Cronin ... VP of Communications Jennifer Cooley ....... VP of Communications 
Susan Bruner ........ VP of Academics Catie Craig .............. VP of Academics 
dollar. That is something the party's feelings with an honest regarding campus activities, Brunner 
student voice has to be heard on," admission. ·'You all know the answered, "Student government is so 
stated M0ss. issues ... It's up to you guys to tell much more than just the executive 
Matthew Cronin supported a me how the decisions should be board and all of you sitting here 
student government idea to use a made. It's not up to me to make tonight. It's every student on this 
full page ad in The Ithacan to print the decisions for you. It's the campus and if elected that is 
student government information and students' choice .. .I care about how something that Choice will offer Lo 
minutes. Cronin said, "My goal is all of you feel and I just want Lo you, the students. We will get out 
to tell students what is going on make sure that I express your there to every student and we will 
because I want students to be aware decisions the right way and it's got make sure that their voice is heard." 
of what is going on and interested to be your choice." Finally, when asked how their 
stated, "We as a pany do not 
support the changing of the name 
Bombers. The Bombers hold a lot 
of tradition for this school. It's 
never been associated with us in a 
negative way ... It was given to us 
as a sports mascot because of the 
baseball team the Bronx Bombers as 
well as because of our football 
quarterbacks known for having 
excellent arms. As far as we're 
concerned it is not a violent name. in what is going on." When asked how the party party stood on the issue of 
Samantha Stein summed up the intended Lo deal with student apathy renaming the IC Bombers, Moss It's our mascot." 
241 pages *lFll'ee 
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Action ... 
"When we think of action, we 
think of movement and change. 
Our first priority is to take action 
on the students' needs. We have to 
do this in a professional, rational 
and realistic manner." 
This is the way . presidential 
candidate Shawn Harris began the 
Action party's platform. From there 
Harris identified Action's main 
concerns as overcrowding, dealing 
with the administration, and campus 
awareness of college issues. 
Harris proposed the idea of a 
shuttle to run between campus, the 
Solar Homes, Cayuga Vista 
Apartments and College Circle in 
order to cut down on parking. 
According to Harris 600 IC students 
will be living in this area next year. 
A shunlc would offer students an 
alternative Lo driving and parking he 
said . 
Action also encourages the 
administration to continue to reduce 
incoming classes by 100 students 
per year until the population 
stabilizes and ro adopt a more 
lenient policy regarding moving off 
campus to help alleviate the 
overcrowding within residence halls. 
"In order to keep students our first 
priority, we must act on continuing 
to keep open communication 
between the administration and 
students ... We must also act on 
making sure that we check all of 
the policies that directly affect 
students and they are brought before 
Student Congress for our 
consideration," explained Jen 
Cooley. 
When asked Action's position on 
changing the name of the Bombers, 
Harris responded, "We feel that is 
definitely something that needs to be 
decided by the student body if 
anything." 
Action also promised to actively 
recruit minority stuoents and faculty, 
to support programs that dealt with 
diverse issues, to promote 
environmental causes, and encourage 
community service. 
Members of both parties have 
previous experience with Ithaca 
College Student Government and 
Sec page 6 
Career Planning sets record straighi 
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stigma that we cater to business." by career planning and placement with possible recrmters. In add1- such organizations allows her to 
Y ery russe Donovan said she encourages last year, over 40 organizations tion, Donovan is also a member of talk to professionals about Ithaca 
One of the biggest misconcep- all companies to _open up to all and graduate schools visit Ithaca th~ Mid-Atlantic Placement Associ- College and encourage them 10 
tions about the on-campus job majors. According to the schedule College as part of the on-campus atton and the Eastern College come here. She described the on-
recruitment program is that it of on,-campus recruiters, most recruitment. p~og~am_. These in- Perso?ne~ Offic.er~, bo_th regio~al campus recruitment program as a 
favors business majors, according companies do interview students elude: financial mstttuttons, govern- orgamzattons s1m1lar m function many-tiered effort since sometimes 
to Joan Donovan, director of from all disciplines. Donovan said ment agencies, non-profit organi- to the CPC. Sec page 6 
career planning and placement. most recruiters look for students zations, consumer product com- Donovan said memher,hio in 
She said this misconception can who have displayed campus leader- panies, and accounting firms. Re- r---------------------------'"°""' 
be attributed to the heavy recruit- ship skills. cruiters from these areas interview TAT k d TA 7 th 
ment of accounting majors during "So many of them come up with students for summer jobs, intern- "y e e . en -., V e.a: er 
the fall semester. the same responses," Donovan ships and professional positions. 
"We generally get a lot of said. "They want well-rounded Donovan said that she actively 
accounting firms in the fall because individuals. They .want someone seeks to add new corporations to 
they are too busy in the spring," with the ability to learn, unless the list of possible employers. She 
Donovan said. "This happens at they need tp fill a specific, tech- said the program's parent organi· 
every coliege and is atypical for nical position:" zation, the College Placement 
· other disciplines. It creates the According to a flier distributed Council (CPC), puts her in touch 
OaiJy lows 35' to 40: 
. ' 
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ITtlrnaca1m Ililllqilllnirteir 
ltha_canl Carolyn Gerstner 
IHiave you made use off' tlhle Caireeir 
IPilaI111I111nirng anrll lPilacemerrntl: <Cerrnfteir? 
\ i 
Colleen O'Hara 
.Corp. Comm. '91 
Rachel Sunden 
Photo '90 
Yes, buJ I don' l plan lo get <' real 
job right away. 
Yes, bUl I think there needs 10 be 
an increase in awareness of lhe 
center and more flexibility on their 
behalf for some of their se,jvices. 
Leonisa Ardizzone 
Biology '90 
No, I haven't because I'm going , 
inlo lhe Peace Corps and won'l be 
needing a resume. 
; !By Christopher J. Dyer 
As part of the continuing series of 
. articles about Ithaca College in the 
'90s, the Dean of Hwnanitics and 
Sciences, Dr. Howard Erlich, shared 
his outlook. Dr. Erlich has been a 
member of the ILhaca College 
faculty since 1973. He joined the 
faculty as a member of the Speech 
Communication faculty. For the 
) past ten years he has been a dean. 
,1 In July of 1988 he was appointed 
11 Interim Dean, and in July of 1989 
I he was appointed Dean of the School of Humanities and Sciences. 
I j The Ithacan: What concept or piece 
1 of technology has had the most 
i impact on the Humanities and 
, Sciences during the '80s ? 
: Erlich: That's a very hard question. 
Do you know that there arc 18 
departments and two programs in 
Humanities and Sciences, and there 
arc approximately fifty majors, and 
each of those departments has a 
different answer to that question and 
that what makes the question so 
difficult. I think in the '80s the 
answer is computing -- because of 
its potential impact on teaching and 
research. 
The Illmcan: What general trends 
do you sec emerging in the 
Humanities and Sciences in the 
·90s? 
Erlich: Internationalization and 
diversity arc clear trends. The 
realities of demography in the 
United States, that is the increasing 
number of what one might call 
minority groups caused by any 
number of things from birthrate to 
immigration. 
its very clc:u- that tl1c world of the 
'90s is not going to be like the 
world of the '70s and '80s . Eacli 
day in fact, we sec tremendous 
changes and the impact of that 
world has not been addressed in 
some parts of tl1c curriculum. I am 
actually pleased with what we have. 
Departments have certainly tried to 
"internationalize" and address multi-
cultural issues, but thdt trend is 
going to accelerate in the '90s. 
The Ithacan: What new programs 
do you think will appear in your 
curriculum during tlic '90s? 
Erlich: Understand tl1at Humanities 
and Sciences is in some ways the 
most "traditional" and so you would 
not expect a great amount of change 
and growth in programs. There will 
be emerging majors and programs, 
I hope. They will reflect the 
international piece we talked about. 
We arc working on an International 
program that acts as an umbrella to 
make coherent what is out there 
today. Perhaps there will be an 
international studies program. On 
the more technological side, the first 
new major of the '90s will be 
Computer Information Sciences. 
The Ithacan: What will a 
Humanities and Sciences degree 
from Ithaca ·college mean to 
prospective employers in the •90s? 
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Dean of Humanities and 
Sciences Howard S. Erlich 
folks(sic) that don't have a higher 
edt•cation. It's a set Jf skills and 
ab:.ities that non-Ithaca College 
graduates don't posses. 
The Ithacan: What direction de you 
want the field of Humanities and 
Sciences to take in the '90s ? 
Erlich: I want to revise the 
distribution requirement, and when 
I say I want to, it's something that 
the faculty should take the lead in. 
In my judgement, the current 
distribution requirement is not a 
reflection of how . good we are or 
how thoughtful a curriculum we 
have. So I think the distribution 
requirement should be changed. 
The second is the realization that 
J!:;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;.;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,!J the days of relative isolation are 
over. I say relative because we are 
Erlich: The trends that I see are a 
return to the more traditional, and 
more "rigorous" courses of study. 
And what is intriguing is that the 
marketplace is what is driving it. 
That is, the perception among 
employers is that the way to get a 
"good job" is to have excellent 
commwiication skills, good critical 
thinking skills, a body of km. wlc.<lge 
that distinguishes one from 
I think diversity will be important 
and should be important. Students 
should graduate with an 
understanding and 'I hope, an 
appreciation for diversity. I bclie,c 
that it leads to more tolerance than 
what exists, and I think that people 
i1, 
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not in an isolationist posture. But See page 6 
THI GREAT ESCAP£ 
All-TERRAIN 
BICYCLES by 
*SPECIALIZED 
*CANNON DALE 
*TREK 
*FISHER 
*GT 
IEKpert One Dav 
!Repair Service 
414 College Ave. Municipal Parking in Collegetown Garage 272-1010 
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Men's and Women's 
INTERVIEW CLOTHING 
MASTER CARO 
VISA 
THE COUNTRY COUPLE. INC. 
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Chocolates 
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130 Ithaca Commons 
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W CCDTI.° Rcrll News 1Im1 IffiTfi eir 
Exxoilll V allde?l 
caqpftaiH11 cllna1rge(dl 
After one year, the captain of the 
Exxon Valdez oil tanker, Jospeh 
Hazelwood, received a misdemeanor 
charge for being negligent. 
Hazelwood is responsible for the 
world's worst oil spill which 
covered 1,089 miles of coastline off 
Prince William SoWld, Alaska. The 
ammmt of oil spilled equals the 
length of the Atlantic coastline of 
the United States according to the 
NY Times. The decision rendered 
by the jury hinged on the question 
cf Hazelwood's condition while at 
the helm of the Valdez. Reports 
after the incident stated that 
Hai.clwood was drunk, but blood 
By Kim McCaffrey 
alcohol tests taken 10 hours after 
the incident showed that Hazelwood 
was sober. Hazelwood faces a 
possible 90 day jail term and a 
$1,000 fine. 
IFoo<dl Ililllllke<dl 
to (dlftsease 
The food supplement, L-Trypto-
phan is being recalled due to its 
link to a blood disorder, Eosino-
philia-myalgia syndrome (E. M.S.). 
L-Tryptophan, which comes in pill, 
powder and liquid form, is used as 
a dietary supplement. Also sold in 
health food stores, L-Tryptophan 
in used to treat problems such as 
depression, stress, insomnia and 
weight control. L-Tryptophan has 
been linked to 1,411 cases of EMS 
and 19 deaths. EMS can cripple 
and is capable of leading to death 
(NY Times). 
A VISIT TO 
IPaiiriiotiic pairiy 
t tatllll ((}In di 2111: e 
m llil Ir" d ell"edl 
In Columbia, Bemado Jaramillo, 
presidential candidate of the patriotic 
party, was murdered at the Bogata 
Airport on March 22. As a member 
of the patriotic party, Jaramillo was 
a member of the larget leftist 
political party in Columbia. 
Jaramillo's unidentified assailant 
shot Jaramillo four times with a 
submachine gun. Police captured 
the assailant at the scene of the 
murder and arc questioning him. 
No organization has claimed 
responsibility for Jaramillo's murder 
THIE WOMEN'S HALL OF FAME & HISTORIC PARK 
IN SENECA FALLS, NY 
Saturday, March 31, leaving at l 0:00am 
For information call: Prof. Judith Barker 27 4- l 099 or 272-1897 
Sponsored by: The Diversity Awareness Committee 
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Illy Gill Morris 
Academic Computing Services, 
in a joint effort with the Office of 
Career Planning and Placement, 
has put together a series of work-
shops entitled. "How to create a 
resume on a Mac."The worbhops 
are designed to help students learn 
how to prepare a resume using the 
Macintosh computer. 
The workshops incorporate the 
knowledge of John Bradac, assist-
ant director of the Career Planning 
Office, and Dave Well, a communi-
cations and training specialist. Both 
Bradac and Weil are responsible 
for creating workshops in their 
designated fields. 
The first workshop took place 
on Friday, March 23, from 1-3 
p.m. Although half of the work-
shop took place on the Macintosh 
computer, Weil wanted to stress 
that students do not need to have 
any previous experience with a 
computer. 
Bradac spoke first on the con-
tent of a resume. He handed out a 
booklet which listed information 
about resumes, to which the 
students could refer back in the 
future. Bradac gave students 
several tips to use in creating a 
resume, such as using action verbs 
when describing work experience. 
Then, using a worksheet from the 
booklet, they put their new knowl-
edge into practice. 
After Bradac explained all the 
Active Length 
Glamour Ler,gth 
Gems 
rules and requirements pertaining 
to the written part of a resume, 
Weil took over. Weil used hi~ 
computer knowledge to teach 
students how to use the Macintosh 
to create a professional looking 
resume. At this point the students 
turned on their computers and 
actually created their own resumes. 
Also included in the booklet 
was information corresponding to 
Weil's portion of the program 
which described how to use the 
Macintosh computer. Although the 
workshop uses the Macintosh com-
puter, Weil states that, "the con-
cepts can be used on other 
computers." 
By bringing the two departments 
together, Bradac feels that the 
students have "the perfect oppor-
tunity to gather information on 
writing a resume and actually 
putting one together." 
Bradac and Weil explained also 
how much money could be saved 
by using the facilities here on 
campus. Bradac stated that a 
printing service would charge 
around $250 to write and print up 
a resume. On campus, however,·· 
the facilities and workshops are 
r 
. ~-
The Office of Career Planning 
has a "resume critique clinic" 
which is staffed by both profes-
sional and peer counselors. Their 
office is located on the first floor 
of the Gannett Center. Students 
Sec yage 6 
Feathers 
Colors 
Acrylics 
Designer Nails 
eut Above 
Jlnirstglist 
272-4370 
The Cornmo"s 
Fingertip Fashion Center Ithaca 
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SPORTSCASTING 
ACADEMY~ JUNE 22-26, 1990 
Are you serious 
«1bout sporiscasiing? 
~SYRACUSE 
·uNIVER·s1TY 
I · 8 · 7 · Q 
If you are, consider registering for this academy because 
you'll he able to: 
0 Get on-air ploy-by-play experience DAILY 
in both radio & television 
D Cover basketball, baseball, & some football, too! 
D Work with veteran sportscasters at the Currier Dome 
(Big Orange Basketball Comp) & MacArthur Stadium 
(Syracuse Chiefs Baseball) 
For more information, complete this coupon & mail it to Syracuse 
University, Div. of Summer Sessions, Suite 230, 111 Waverly 
Ave., Syracuse, NY 13244-2320. Telephone: 315-443-5296. 
Ves, I'm interested in Sportscasting! Please send me information. 
Nome _________________ _ 
Addre11 _____ -'------------
(ily/State/lip. ______________ hhaca 
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lBly Koren Ulrich 
Have you ever had problems 
with your health care? It is evident 
that many people do from Pro-
fessor Christopher Fordham Ill's 
talk on "Issues in Health Policy." 
Fordham was on campus last week 
as a Woodrow Wilson Visiting 
Fellow at Ithaca College. 
During his brief talk on "Issues 
in Health Policy," Fordham spoke 
of the great things happening in 
the world today but also of the 
many problems with our health 
care system. He spoke of three 
separate areas: access, quality and 
cost. 
"About 37 million Americans 
arc without any form of health 
care and many more have only 
limited health care. Health care is 
very expensive and those who 
cannot pay arc sometimes turned 
away. As far as quality goes, 
American health care is the best 
anywhere for those who can pay. 
Twelve percent of the GNP is spent 
on health care, yet health care 
costs keep increasing and could 
double in the near future," Ford-
ham pointed out. 
Fordham suggests that the rising 
costs are the problem. "Expendi-
tures in health care arc growing 
faster than in other areas. Reasons 
for this include aging population, 
flow of technological innovation, 
third party payments and mal-
practice." Fordham offers a sug-
gest1on of rationing care, and 
perhaps having to cut back on 
technological advances in order to 
help more people. 
Before ending his brief lecture, 
Fordham spoke of a national 
health care system: "Americans are 
dissatisfied with current health 
care, yet there is no one consensus 
on what should be done. A national 
health care system has been pro-
posed many times yet nothing has 
ever come out of it." Fordham 
ended his talk by answering ques-
tions. Fordham also commented 
on what a great place Ithaca 
College was and that he would 
expect great things from it in the 
years to come. 
Fordham is a professor of mcdi-
health 
cine and chancellor emeritus of 
the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. He has served as 
acting Surgeon General of the 
United States and acting assistant 
secretary for health in the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and 
Welfare. 
Fordham's awards include the 
Scientific Paper First Award from 
the North Carolina Medical Soci-
ety and the North Carolina Hos-
pital Association Distinguished 
Service Award. Fordham is also a 
member of the Association _ _2f 
- March 29~ 1990 -
<eare 
American Medical Colleges 
(AAMC) and a fellow of the 
American College of Physicians 
and American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
The Woodrow 'Yil~on Visiting 
Fellows program 1s intended to 
help create a better understanding 
between the academic and non 
academic areas. It is also designed 
to help students and teachers relate 
a liberal arts education to the 
professional world. It was organ-
ized by the Woodrow Wilson 
National Fellowship Foundation. 
JFnrs1t member§ nndhu1.ctecdl 
iinto the College 9s Natiofillall 
Res Ji de fill (Cf HalH Ho lill o 1r airy 
ESCAPE FROM ITHACAi~~ 
war••••i 
: ___ -f _ ~,..if1 CHARTERS '--• 
=sa(:)(D -Mfe 
EVERY FRIDAY 
NYC/LI $49 
( Port Authority)/ ( Roosevelt Field) ( Apund Trip) By Jennifer Thompson 
Seventeen Ithaca College students 
were inducted as charter members of 
the school's first chapter of the 
National Residence Hall Honorary, 
NRHH, in early March. 
Maria Cambray, founder and 
advisor of the Residence Hall 
Association, RHA, at Itl1aca College 
states, "The philosophy behind this 
honor is to rccogni1.e the hard work 
and efforts t11at certain individuals 
contribute to their college residence 
hall programs." She includes that the 
application and recommendation 
process is highly selective and that 
only one percent of the residential 
populatio:n of a campus nation-wide 
can be a member. 
The process is based on the level 
of involvement with committees and 
ol11cr campus-wide accivicics and 
opcralcs on a point value system in 
which those activi1ies related to 
RHA have a heavier influence. The 
criterion considered include: RHA 
involvement, Hall Council positions 
or committees, Resident Assistant 
positions, Residential Life positions, 
conference or workshop attendance, 
community service and any other 
clubs or organizations. 
The induction consisted of a 
dessert reception in the Clark 
Lounge at which time individual 
certificates of achievement were 
issued. 
According to Cambray, the NRHH 
stemmed from an affiliation with 
RHA entitled the National 
Association of College and 
lC lUI SlI' !IlHVil IP IFU Ni IE lOl 
1f-SHDRTS 
Sl?lOlllllSWlEAlffi 
WE CATER TO: 
Fraternities 
Sororities 
Fundraisers 
Business Organizations 
Community Groups 
Various Sports Teams 
We specialize in advertising 
and promotional items! 
BUTTONS O BALLOONS 
BUMPER STICKERS ° CAPS 
MUGS o TOTE BAGS O ETC. 
(And Much More) 
Call us for that hard to find item 
for ~r group! 
210 The Commons 
273-6667 7-Days 
University Residence Halls which 
was established 30 years ago and 
includes approximately 400 schools. 
chapter active on our campus. For further info call 
STS CHARTERS, 272-6964 
Although Stacey Tolchinsky, 
Director of Community Relations for 
RHA. serves as acting president, the 
officers have not officially been 
elcc1cd. Cambray explains it will 
be the officers' and members' 
decision whether or not to make the 
_ Margaret Cowles, a sopnomore 
biology major and vice presidcn~ 
l RHA feels that "making the chapter ~~~= ;;;;=;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;~= ;;;;= ;;;= ;;;;= ;;::::: ;;;;= ;;;;==== ;;;;=;;;;= ;;;;::: ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;~::: ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;::: ;:;;= ;;= ;;~= ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;::: ;;;;;= ;;= ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;= ;;;;= ;;=;;= ;;;;= ;;;;~=;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;::: ;;;;= ;;;;= ;;;;~::::!.1. 
active would be a benefit to the 
I
i 
student.,. Through helping 
Residential Life and RHA it would 
improve community life on campus." 
See p:ige 6 DEBORAH BERMAN 
Will tell us why 
"I'm not your grandmother & I still speak Yiddish" 
at 
Friday- Shabbat Services at 6:00pm 
Saturday- Shobbat Dinner at 7: 15pm 
~=======~--------~-==~~~ 0 . u 
a 1fV - o/CR - STEREO ij 
D REPAIR a 
a O WE REPAIR All MAkEs ANd Modds o Q 
n ° Pick-up ANd DEllvrny • LOANERS/ RENTALS O 0 
a 10% Off All REpAiRs a ~ ('IUST b( pRC.SU.TCd bc[ORC SO!VlcI) CoupoN G()OO lllRU M,.y J0JH. \990 a 
D Gallager Home Electronics a 
0
0 
225 S. Fulton St• Ithaca, N.Y. • 277-4903 fl 
(1n!ersec11on Rt. 13 and S. Fulton) fl 
PASSOVER 
Seder reservations & off-the-meal-plan 
due soon! 
For more information, call 27 4-3103 /\ 
1lli. 
V a UT1MATU """'•Y> c,IVCI< Im.st! rutt.[tccno.lc S11vlcc loa. l4 )Ual. a 
~~~-------------------~-~========================~ 
,w ·,· •• ' ., ..... ,. 
.,, • ~ • ,y, • • - • ' 
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/ THUR THE SINGING MACHINE - Win cash & prizes! 
'MAR 29 SI-IOT & DRAFT SUPER SPECIALS - 8:30 l'M - 10:30 PM 
Serving Lunch & Dinner 
11 :30am - 10pm Daily 
Late Menu 'til Midnite 
"COMING APRIL 9!" 
THE INCREDIBLE HULK 
ALL MALE DANCE REVUE 
9PM Women Only 'til 11PM' 
Tickets on sale now 
214-216 THE COMMdNS 
ITHACA * 272-5080 
BERNIE MILTON FRI 5 SHOTS AND MAR 30 AND THE SOUL PATROL A PITCHJ.!R $5.00 
SAT CHIPPER FELLOW (FOMERLV 5 SHOTS AND MAR 31 SLEEP) A PITCHER $5.00 
MON IP~TCHER N~TlE PITCHER SUPER SPECIALS APR 2 8:30 PM -10:30 PM 
TUES PARTY WITH CHUCK SI IOT & DRAFT SUPER SPECIALS APR 3 ITHACA'S HOTTEST DJ 8:30 PM - 10:30 PM 
WED THE SINGING MACHINE Sing to Win! 
APR 4 PITCHER SUPERSPECIALS - 8:30 PM - 10:30 PM 
THUR THE SINGING MACHINE - Win cash & prizes! APR 5 
SHOT & DRATT SUPER SPECIALS - 8:30 PM _ 10:~0 PM 
FRI THIE fl00[0) APR 6 5 S1-!0lS AND A PITCHER S5 
SAT CHANCES TAKEN 5 SHOTS AND APR 7 
A PITCHER $5.00 
Remember ... $1.00 off with Senior I.D_. at all times 
~~ TUE _Q DAYS~ ~ <.J• . Downtown~BAR & GRILL ~ 
Marc~ 29, 1990 _ 
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''I understand, dear. You got a special student price 
on the PS/2 .. .. And you're what? Sending money 
home! Hang on, I'll get your father." 
(1' 
~ow~re you going to do it? PS/2 itf 
Give your parents a pleasant surprise. Tell them how much you saved 
on your IBM Personal System/2® and IBM Proprinter™ with the special 
student prices.* 
What's more, the IBM PS/2® Loan for Leaming makes 
paying for your PS/2 even easier.* 
Let us show you how easy it is to own and use a PS/2. 
It comes with easy-to-use, preloaded software, IBM 
Mouse and color graphics. _____ - _ 
1 
You '11 see how quickly you can tum out reports, term \_:im111\~\ [~ iii : 
papers and sparkling graphics that could give your prof es- ,w ,(;~:)~:~~!l~~~~~l!!l!lll~l_ 
1 
sors a pleasant surprise, too. /~~~~Et££t\\, · ~ .:,-
O>!; l > <; ~ :,c : : CC Me:,c;o (~ ") - _,:._,.::,.~ >); ],¢·<) -4 ~ (XM-l < 
,~-
~-
I[JE M A Il1lil1l o TIJ1 Il1l <ee s § JP) Ir n Illlg IBs 11.IlinHdlil e§ JF ({) Ir ]_ ~~@ ~ 
All Bundled PS/2's® Come Preloaded* With User-Friendly Software. 
Hardware And Software Together, All At A DISCOUNT. 
So Save A Bundle On Your New PS/2® Bundle. 
Call Either Brett P. Cooper Or Dan Driscoll, Your Collegiate Representatives 
At 272-6548 For A Free Demonstration. =~::.-==® 
- ----
-
-. ---
- -- ---
--
_ _..._ .. _ 
*DependinJl O~ The PS/2 Bundle Ch?sen, An Assortment Of "!he Following Software Is _Preloaded: Microsoft Windows<!) 286, or 386, Microsoft Word For 
Windows , Microsoft Exce~. hDC Windows Express(ID, hDC Windows Manager\ h0C Windows Color', Dos V. 4.01°. 
•This offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2's through participating campus outlets. Orders are subject to 
availability. Prices are subject to change and 13M may withdraw the offer at anytime without written notice. 
0 1BM Personal System/2, and PS/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
"'Proprinter is a trademark of_ International Business Machines Corporation. 
clBM: Corporation 1990. 
. . 
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From page 1 
each candidate has served for at 
least one year on the Student 
Congress. 
Campaigns will continue through 
next week with elections being held 
on Thursday April 5. Students may 
vote for either party between 10:00 
am and 8:00 pm in the Terraces, 
Towers, and Union. 
From page 4 
Cambray descr,hcd RHA, which 
was initiated last year through her 
efforts along with a designated 
committee, as "an wnbrella 
organization for all Hall Councils." 
She slated that with the money 
earned through activities, the 
purchase of RHA cards and the 
RHA sponsored and co-sponsored 
campuswide programs such as 
Winterfest. Rocktoberfcst, concerts 
and support baskets. _ 
The inductees include: Michael 
Brenner, Laurie Pouporc, Susan 
Bruner, Molly Surden, David Gellar, 
Rochelle Cohen, David Shertzer, 
Leslie Shapiro, Davidlce Willson, 
Jennifer Cooley, Jodi Finkelstein, 
Jill Cohen, Kevin Yaudcs, Margaret 
Cowles, Stacey Tolchinsky, Vickie 
Allen and Shawn Harris. 
Elections for the Fall RHA 
Executive Positions will be held on 
April 18, 1990. 
lR esn.n me 
wo1rlkslhlojp> 
From page 3 
can have their resumes reviewed 
with a peer counselor any day 
between JO a.m. and 5 p.m. The 
resume clinic is open at designated 
hours which are posted in the 
Career Planning Office. · 
Academic Computing Services, 
located in Muller and Friends, 
currently has workshops that help 
teach students how to use the 
Macintosh computer. Times of 
these workshops are posted outside 
the ACS office in Muller. Weil is 
also planning a workshop for next 
fall which will teach students how 
to use a desktop publishing 
program. 
Another series of workshops on 
"How to create a resume using a 
Mac" will be offered April 9 and 
12, from 1-3 p.m., and April 17, 
from IO a.m.-12 p.m. 
JReccow(dl 
§f 1r21ngimt 
From page 1 
she looks for perspective compan-
ies and sometimes they look for 
Ithaca College. Donovan said some 
significant companies, such as 
Ackerley Communication and 
Young & Rubicam wci:_c added to 
the list of recruiters this year. 
IE1rllii~1hi 
From page 2 . 
can have strong opinions and st1_ll 
be tolerant of others. If there is 
one thing that saddens me as I look 
at the world, it's an absence of 
tolerance or a relative lack. of 
tolerance and I think that educat1on, 
and the right kind of education, can 
help meliorate that intolerance. I 
think that values and ethics arc 
becoming increasing conccms. I am 
h:ippy 10 sec thaL I think -~at you 
will sec a return to Humarulles and 
Sciences. 
The Ithacan: What are some of the 
major issues facing the world in the 
'90s and how do you think 
Humanities and Sciences will affect 
them? 
Erlich: The issues arc dealing with 
the world that is changing rapidly. 
That it is hard to make sense of 
them. Education can do something 
about that by studying change and 
diverse cultures but I must say that 
if a year ago you listed all ~e 
changes that have occurred . m 
Eastern Europe, South Africa and 
Latin America we would have said 
"come on , absolutely no way." I 
think that what education can do is 
•I", ' '1' ,1•"' ,.\ !•, ', '_" ' • I.,•., '.'' • r •• !..•. ).,l ,.._ ~ ~ ~- ... • 
'JI'he Prerf ecci !Present 
help people attitudinally so that it is 
not overwhelming. Know that ~ 
are momentous things happerung, 
but one can look at the world as a 
student and say that this is 
interesting. I wonder what !he 
geography of the Soviet Union i_s 
and how it contributes to what JS 
happening in the Soviet Union. I 
wonder what the philosophy that 
drove the revolution of 1917 was? 
One can approach those things as a 
student And if you can do that 
eagerly, then we have been 
successful as educators. 
In my judgement. the environment 
is going to be one of the top ~cc 
issues facing the world. Preserving 
what we have and not letting what 
li§IRAJEL 
.Pl Land 
J7l Peopfe 
.9ln Opportunity 
March 29, 1990 
we have deteriorate ." Addressing 
issues of teclmology· and quality of 
life and standard of living are going 
to be imponderables. - As lhesc 
countries that want to improve their 
standard of living look to do to the 
environment, what in many ways we 
did a hundred years ago, and of 
course, in many ways we continue 
to do. The difference is that some 
of the emerging countries do it with 
a meat axe, and we 're doing it with 
a scalpel. Those are imponderables 
and the one ·area that I fear the 
most is environmental insensitivity. 
There's at least some evidence, and 
I am not an alarmist, that what we 
are doing to the environment cannot 
be undone. 
N'othing But Stuffed Animals 
For more information on all Israel Programs 
call: 
i-800-27-ISIRAElL or 212-750-7773 
l 08 Dryden Rd o Co/legetown ° 273-4857 or write: 
We Deliver Israel Program Center/ AZYlF 515 !?ark Avenue, New York, NY 10022 
©~~ u8'.0 ~c(g{A\~J[p)~\ll@lN1 
THE ~THACAN es sponsoring a contest tco 
ll"aise alcohol awareness. This contest us open 
tto al! members off the Hhaca C.ollege commu1J11ity. 
A~~ you..n need ito do us: · 
1. Come up witlh an orugona~ ad campaugn 
itlhlat promotes respol11lsob~e drnnknl11lg. 
2. ihe snze oir yolUlir concept sholl..llld noi 
exceed 1 O ··o /4 nll1lches wndle by 8 
nnches nru frnenght 
3. V oa.n U11eedl ito submrn a copy off ithe 
comple1tedl adl, along wnlh your 111ame, 
~oca~ a<dldress, plhlone 111l\Ulmlber and 
yoll..Hr class .. 
VolUl dJon'ft have to !be all1l artist ito enter~ Jll.llst dlo 
frhe lbesft drawing or slogaU11 fthait you ca1111. Tlhen, 
drop rn off at THE nrHACANJ on The Par~ Schoo~ 
of Commul11lncation. Our room numlbeir is 266. 
Time wenner wo~~ ireceove a large pizza and itheoir 
ndlea wn~~ toe p!Ulb~nshedl -0111 May 3rd on the ~asit 
~SS!Ule. 
All !E~TRiES MUST BE IAECE~VlEfl) 
BY APRIL 20,1990!. ',· ' . ; ' 
;}};: 
~!ii~!l~lt 
~nr~h 29, 1990 -
----
#AMIFJWiM 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
JRussiiaJIB y(Q)lill !Iln °0 a<dlapt 00 !([}) 
(CJmanrn.ging §oviiet §iate 
President Gorbachev and his new IO-member Cabinet sec an 
unplanned, decentralized economy in the Kremlin's crystal ball 
-- fuzzy in detail, but still there. World media have seized this 
idea, as pressure seems to mount on Gorbachev's decisions. But 
since Gorbachey's glasnost has taken root in 1985, the real 
pressure and change occurring in the Soviet Union need no 
crystal ball to be seen. Young Russians, like no other age 
group, cxemplif y the combustion of change and, openness in a 
culture told to shuck the political and economic ways of the 
past. 
A Moscow highschool teacher says in a letter to Izvestia, 
a Soviet· government .daily, how "the debunking of l<;mg-
standing _Sovit;t' ideals- and heroes" in school leads to a loss of 
values among· the students. "We arc growing plants without 
roots." These students are not sure what to like about their 
government in-the midst of rapid politico.:cccinomic change. The 
schoolteacher' asks· "Do the Americans after Vietnam value their 
stars and stripes any less?" The students have become skeptical 
and cautious (as many Americans were of the U.S. government 
during the Vietnam War) but have since remained loyal to this 
country of little economic and political change. 
With the new sense of openness, comes caution. The Soviet 
Writers Union weekly, Gazeta, ran an article which cautioned 
against computerization in schools. The worry was that children 
would play electronic games and do nothing else. According to 
Gazeta, "We have not even got things off the ground, and we 
arc already afraid of going overboard." 
Like a self-fulfilling prophesy, the worry of going 
"overboard" has become a reality, as a new youth culture 
emerges. The weekly reports a recent Russian film, Obsession, 
depicts three women simply taking off their clothes just after 
the film begins. The women are not actors, just as the director 
docs not know how to make a film. These young, new artists 
"intoxicated by their new-found f rccdom," says Gazeta, "hold 
nothing sacred or pure." In Moscow, traditional cinemas try to 
keep up. with The Swallow, a video bar that shows 12-hour 
collections of "erotic comedies," in a youtli center called The 
Spark. The weekly states that these artists "arc not passing the 
test of freedom [and] arc no longer capable of being the 
guardians of the nation's spiritual values." 
A new wave of Russian literature comprises many young 
Russian writers. The critic Natalya Ivanova ~ports in Zeitung, 
a Gennan independent newspaper, the literature represents a 
"mistrust of ideology" and that "nothing is holy to them [the 
writers]." The newspaper adds, "The consciousness of this 
generation detests the public." 
The communist daily, Nuevo Sur, reports the Soviet Union's 
young people "guzzling down rock-and-roll." A video clip from 
the Soviet band, Gorky Park, shows the band "displaying the 
Soviet flag like a curiousity," according to the daily. Of course 
rock-and-roll music, our' 50 s voice of youth culture, is bound 
to stir up familiar diatribes: "The mass culture of the filth, sex, 
murder, and cruelty that have invaded from the West via rock 
music," summed up the Soviet Writers Union opinion in a 1987 
meeting. 
Simple paternalistic condemnations will not quell a rebellious 
Soviet youth. They begin life dramatically different from the 
last 73 years of cradle-to-grave communist security. 
Gorbachev's cabinet, staffed with world-class economists, may 
be able to steer the Soviet Union along a freer market path, but 
her future -- the disillusioned youth -- may never find their 
path. Michael Malosky Jr. 
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Reproductive choice group IlSSlllleS alllother cailil 
To the Editor: 
Two weeks ago in The Ithacan, 
the J.C. Coalition for Reproductive 
Choice had written a Jetter address-
ing the complacency of the student 
body surrounding the issue of 
reproductive rights. We had urged 
continued awareness and action to 
support reproductive rights, de-
spite the issue's seeming absence 
in daily media covernge. With our 
letter, we had hoped to reach those 
of you who advocate our agenda 
but were unaware of our presence 
on campus. Despite our last letter, 
we.have had no new supporters to 
our meetings. Apathy must cease 
in light of the frightening political 
events which occurred just last 
week. 
The right to choose to have an 
abortion without government inter-
ference is implicitly constitutional. 
Roe v. Wade (1973), based upon 
the rights to privacy, personal 
liberty, and reservation of rights 
to the people (the 14th and ninth 
Amendments, respectively) estab-
lished this guaranteed right to 
choose. 
In the U.S. commonwealth of 
Guam, a proposed law makes the 
mere mention of abortion a crim-
inal act. An American Civil Liber-
ties Union lawyer presently faces 
criminal charges for informing 
Guamanian women where they 
could attain legal, safe, low-cost 
abortions. Last week m Idaho, the 
nation's most restrictive anti-
abortion bill cleared the state 
legislature. This bill would force a 
victim of date-rape to carry the 
pregnancy to full term, unless she 
reports the rape within seven days, 
and the bill would compel an incest 
victim, 18 years or older, to also 
carry out the pregnancy. If ap-
proved, the bill would make 
doctors who attempt to provide 
safe abortions criminally liable. 
And under this bill, women who 
attempt to perform abortions on 
themselves would face fines up to 
10,000 dollars, in addition to risk-
ing accidental sterilization and 
possible death. Laws never have 
and never will prevent women from 
having abortions. Women deter-
mined to take control of their lives 
will continue to go to great lengths 
to maintain complete control over 
their reproductive health, if abor-
tion is made illegal. 
These events in Guam and Idaho 
may seem far removed from our 
lives, but these events represent 
the beginnings of the end for the 
reproductive freedom that we seem 
to take for granted on this campus. 
The moment we feel a false ;cnse 
of security is when our liberty is 
most in danger. For 17 years, the 
U.S. Supreme Court has protected 
women's right to choose a safe 
and legal abortion. Now, the state 
courts are chipping away at Roe v. 
Wade. We must let our legislators 
know that we will not surrender 
the constitutional right of freedom 
of choice. This letter is a call to 
action. Join the Coalition to write 
letters. actively protest, sign peti-
tions, and educate ourselves and 
others on reproductive rights. Our 
meetings are every Thursday at 7 
p.m., Friends l03. All are welcome! 
The legal and news references 
come from the following sources: 
Mortimer J. Adler, We Hold These 
Truths: Understanding the Ideas 
and Ideals of the Constitution 
(1987) and The New York Times, 
March 22 and 23, 1990. 
P.A. Roberts 
Corporate Communications '90 
Donna Millan 
History '90 
Co-Chairs for I.C. Coalition for 
Reproductive Choice 
Off-camplLils appllncabolllls were advertnsedl 
To the Editor: 
In the March 8, 1990 edition of 
The Ithacan a letter wa~ written 
titled, "Forced to Stay on Cam-
pus." The student who wrote this 
letter raised concerns about the 
manner in which the Office of 
Residential Life informed students 
about the off-campus application 
process. The letter indicated that 
Residential Life only advertised 
the process in The Ithacan. l would 
like to clarify the manner in which 
we advertise the off-campus appli-
cation process. 
The off-campus application pro-
cess was advertised in three ways. 
First, all on-campus students 
received a lottery brochure which 
was mailed on February 5, 1990. 
Information regarding the off-
campus process and deadlines is 
included in the brochure. Second, 
Residential Life distributed posters 
to all Resident Assistants to post 
on their floors on February I, 
1990, advertising the process. The 
off-campus application process was 
also advertised in The Ithacan on 
Thursday, February 8, 1990. 
Finally, an outline of the process 
and its dates in included in the 
Residential Life Handbook. 
Since all Ithaca College students 
are required to live on campus for 
four years unless they receive 
approval to move off campus, 
Residential Life understands the 
significance this process holds for 
current on-campu~ studenb. We 
are very committed to making 
every reasonable effort to inform 
students. Unfortunately while we 
can distribute and print informa-
tion we cannot ensure that students 
will read it. Bonnie Solt Prunty 
Room Assignments Coordinator 
Fileislhleir fIIBCOll.Ilrages ]L Co to vote 
To the Editor: 
As we, the student body, begin 
our last stretch of the 1989-90 
academic year, it's important for us 
to look at where we arc, where we 
were, and where we want to be. 
We are becoming aware of the 
issues aroood us. Be it within the 
College, the State, the Nation, or 
the World, we have a renewed 
sense of responsibility . 
It is our responsibility to speak 
up about the cost of tuition. It is 
our responsibility to speak up about 
the quality of education nationwide. 
It is our responsibility to speak up 
about the future environmental 
implications of our actions today. 
And it is our responsibility to elect 
leaders from the campus to our 
nation's capitol who will continue to 
serve as advocates of our concerns. 
We may have to wait another 
three years for another Presidential 
election, and we won't be electing 
our United States representatives 
until November. We will, however, 
have the opponunity to elect our 
campus leaders for the 1990-91 
academic year on April 5 - only 
weeks away. This is our time to 
elect our Student Government 
Executive Board - Student Body 
President and four Vice Presidents. 
Last year, over 35% of L'ie 
See !Fleisher page 8 
anµACAN 
JFileiis1hle1r from page 7 
candidates as possible. Then, on 
April 5, exercise your rights and 
cast an educated vote. 
As the Student Government 
Awareness Week slogan reads, 
'We've come a long way, and this 
is only the beginning ... " Let's keep 
the ball rolling in the right direction. 
As always, be sure to contact me 
and Student Government at 274-
3377 with your commenlS, questions 
or concerns. 
To the Editor: 
On April 5, Ithaca College will 
hold Student Government elections. 
It is time for you to take an active 
role in deciding who you want to 
represent the student body. What 
arc the issues that concern you as 
Ithaca College students? Do these 
concerns include overcrowding in 
parking, dining halls, and residence 
halls? Is the campus doing enough 
to make the students aware of 
environmental, diversity, and 
community issues? TI1ese issues 
concern us too. We want to take 
Action on these problems and work 
with the studenlS and administration 
to make Ithaca a more efficiently 
run institution. 
Students must be the top priority 
at Ithaca College. As faculty and 
administration expand, students 
needs must not be overlooked. 
Overcrowding leads to unnecessary 
stress on parking, dining halls, and 
residence halls. This is not 
conducive to an efficiency run 
institution. We will Act on 
stabilizing the student population. 
We will Act on implementing a 
more lenient process to allow 
qualified students to move off-
campus. We will Act on 
consistency in maintenance and 
personalized service in the dining 
halls. 
In order to keep students needs 
student body turned out for 
Executive Board elections. This 
was the largest voter turnout in the 
known history of the College and 
more than double the national 
average for student elections. 
Keep on the lookout, and try to 
get to know as much about the 
David Fleisher 
Student Body President 
as the top priority, we will Act on 
continuing the open lines of 
communications between the 
students and the administration. 
The Act as a check on 
administration, we expect all 
proposals directly affecting students 
to be brought before Student 
Congress for consideration. Student 
Government functions for and as a 
result of YOU!!! 
We will Act on promoting and 
enhancing awareness of the diversity 
!hat ex1s1S on campus. By 
supporting minority programming 
and recruitment Ithaca can continue 
to develop as a well rounded 
college community. We will also 
Act using our resources to work 
with the community through service 
projects and recycling, as a way of 
life on campus. 
Taking ACTION on the students 
needs is our first priority. 
On April 5. It's YOUR tum to take 
ACTION!!! 
The ACTION Party 
Shawn H~rrls - President 
Catie Craig - V .P. Academics 
Marc Samit - V .P. Business and 
Finance 
Stacey Tolchlnsky - V .P. Campus 
Affairs 
Jen Cooley - V.P. Communications 
Moire tlhlailll 11:ailk !keeps planelt alnve 
To the Editor: 
I would like the Ithaca College 
Community to see a copy of a 
letter which I sent to President 
Whalen. I encourage others to sub-
mit environmental ideas to the 
administration and lend their sup-
port to any efforts which are made. 
Dear Mr. President, 
I am writing to you at this time 
to express my sincere appreciation 
for the recent installing of the 
Earth flag on the pole along with 
the United States flag. l would 
assume that this is in commemor-
ation of Earth Day but I hope that 
it continues to fly after the festiv-
ities end as we will continue to be 
a part of the planet and world 
community. As a way of showing 
Ithaca College's true support of 
the Earth and the environmental 
challenges facing it, I would like 
to suggest a few relatively easy 
and inexpensive actions which 
would show the responsibility that 
we are taking to promote a sustain-
able society. The flag is a strong 
symbolic statement which could 
be viewed as mere self-promotion 
if real changes did not follow. 
First, I propose that the use of 
styrofoam containers of all kinds 
be banned from the campus. It is 
quite clear that the production of 
CFC's is a major cause of ozone 
destruction. While this will most 
likely become law in the near 
future, we could take the initiative 
now and thus encourage others to 
do the same. 
Second, I propose that the vend-
ing companies be mandated to 
place can deposit redeeming 
machines side by side with soda 
machines. There exists now one 
such machine on campus (which is 
often full) and it would seem 
reasonable to hold the vendors 
accountable for the empty cans 
since they make many thousands 
of dollars a year from machine 
sales. At this time virtually all of 
the cans end up"in the trash, costing 
the college money to effectively 
dispose of them improperly. Addi-
tionally, I would like to see them 
providing receptacles for empty 
aluminum juice cans which can 
easily be recycled. 
Thirdly, I propose that a compre-
hensive recycling program be devel-
oped immediately for the entire 
campus including the residence 
hal\s. 
By comprehensive I mean to 
include: glass, cardboard, aluminum, 
plastic, and newspaper along with 
the office paper currently being 
collected in the faculty buildings. 
This would surely cut down on 
Ithaca's disposal costs and would 
instill a necessary responsibility 
into the student body. 
l would hope that as a campus 
we can do more than talk about 
the solutions to the problems which 
we face and act to play our part in 
the attempt to keep our planet 
alive. Rnmsey Brous 
Photography '90 
1LeUeir Policy: 
Deadline for all letters is 
5 p.m. the Friday prior 
to the next weeks issue. 
All submissions must 
include the author's 
name, major and year of 
graduation.The Ithacan 
is located in room 266 
Park School of 
Communications. 
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Blue Jeans JDay celebrates diversity of I.C. students 
To the Editor: 
Regarding Rachel Cutler and 
Denise Wasielweski's response 
("Gap between gays and straiaghts") 
to Richard VanDeusen's criticism of 
Marc Richter's editorial ("Gay 
graffiti surprises student"), I agree 
with Ms. Cutler and Ms. 
Wasicleswki: Mr. VanDeusen's 
"straight-bashing" was uncalled for, 
or at least severely misdirected. If 
Mr. VanDeusen wants a platform 
for his ideas, Jct him write and 
editorial stating his own opinion 
without smothering someone else's 
in the process. 
However, as a member of 
GALA, I feel it is important to 
remind other readers of "The 
Ithacan" that the opinions of Ms. 
Cutler. Ms. Wasielewski, and myself 
arc our own, and have nothing to 
do with a group "political party 
line". The members of GALA arc 
quite divers in values, beliefs, and 
interests, as arc the members of any 
united group of human beings. Ms. 
Cutler and Ms Wasielewski signed 
themselves and GALA Members", 
but this docs not mean that they arc 
representing the group's beliefs, 
only their own. 
It is necessary for any group to 
be Wlified if that group is to be 
successful in implementing its 
programs or agendas, but it is also 
important to celebrate and support 
the diversity of the members of any 
group. GALA's biggest annual 
event, Blue Jeans Day, offers and 
opportunity for all of the members 
of the 11.haca College community to 
support and ~elcbrate diversity. I 
encourage everyone to wear blue 
jeans on April 3, 1990, in support 
of gay rights, for gay rights arc 
human rights: the right to love 
each other, the right to privacy, the 
right to have our committed 
relationships recognized as more 
than feeble attempts to emulate the 
heterosexual "norm" of marriage, 
and so on. 
Wearing jeans on Blue Jeans 
Day docs not mean that you arc 
gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Just as 
people don't have to have e,i:actly 
the same ideals to belong to the 
same groups, people don't have to 
belong to the same groups to share 
some common ideals. Wearing blue 
jeans on April 3, 1990, will show 
that you recognize the need for gay 
rights; it does not commit you to 
becoming a political activist on the 
subject 
There arc some controversies 
surrounding Blue Jeans Day that 
cannot be resolved until the 
discrimination against lesbians, gays 
and bisexuals ends. Until that time, 
there will be people who do not 
wear blue jeans on Blue Jeans Day 
because they fear discrimination 
against themselves, and, of course, 
there will be people who complain 
that Blue Jeans Day takes away 
their right to wear blue jeans. My 
response to the first group of people 
is that I empathize with their 
situation; it is difficult to take a 
stand on an issue, and I don't want 
them to feel forced to show their 
support by wearing Blue Jeans. If 
Blue Jeans Day makes people think 
about their positions on gay rights 
issues, that is enough, at least for 
me. After all, we have to get 
people thinking about the issues 
before we start debating the policies 
surrounding them. To those who 
feel we arc violating their right to 
wear blue jeans, I respond that if 
not supporting gay rights is that 
important to them, whether for 
religious or other social reasons, 
they can wear something else for 
one day. Be making everyone think 
about what they arc wearing, maybe 
we can make everyone think about 
their beliefs as well. 
It has been suggested that we ask 
people to wear armbands instead of 
blue jeans, but I thin this would 
allow people to dodge the issue too 
easily. Blue jeans arc the one 
article of clothing that almost 
everyone owns; for those who don't 
own them and wish to show 
support, GALA will be distributing 
denim armbands on Blue Jeans Day. 
This year, there will be no excuse 
for not being aware of what is 
going on. 
I have heard people say "I just 
threw on my jeans that morning (of 
previous Blue Jeans Days) without 
thinking about it!" We all tend to 
"throw on" beliefs in a similar 
fashion: by not thinking about an 
issue at hand, we often allow our 
opinion to be slotted in with the 
majority. For me, Blue Jeans Day 
is not an attempt to change 
homophobes into supporters. It is 
an attempt to reach those who have 
not thought about gay issues with 
more positive stimulus than writing 
on bathroom walls (though I am 
pleased that the writings in Gannell 
stirred Mr. Richter enough to write 
his editorial), and it is an attempt to 
show the gays, lesbians, and 
bisexuals who arc afraid to "come 
out" on this campus that there is 
support from many of the people 
who have taken the time to think 
about the issues, as Mr. Richter did 
in his editorial. 
It will make me very happy to 
see a very blue campus on April 
3rd this year! 
Jay Laird 
Cinema & Photography '91 
Callll. )LCo students <eount on Campus Security? 
To the Editor: 
I always though if I did not feel 
safe walking at night I could call 
safety and security for an escort. 
However, last Saturday night I 
found out this is untrue. 
I was studying with a friend until 
11 :30 p.m. when I left for the union 
to catch the last shuttle bus to the 
Hudson Heights apartments. After 
waiting for 1/2 an hour for a shuttle 
that is supposed to leave at 11 :45, I 
went into the union to call safety 
for an escort because I did not want 
to walk down there alone. 
When I called safety, they told 
me that the last shuttle ended at 
11:30, ancl that last year it ended at 
12. Why would I know last year's 
schedule if this is th•! first year I 
lived in these apartmcnlS, and why 
do all of the schedules say it leaves 
the union at 11 :45, and I have even 
taken that shuttle other nights? The 
dispatcher just told me that the 
driver left at 11 :30, and that is 
when the shuttle ends. 
When I asked if there was any 
way that someone could pick me 
up, I was told, "No. All the keys 
arc locked up." I asked again, 
'There is no way for me to get a 
ride down?" "No." He replied 
again. "So, I have to walk?" 
"Yes," was his answer. I was 
shocked that safety would tell a 
female to walk down from campus 
to the Hudson Heights alone at 
night, especially since the Ithacan 
reported last week that ''25% of 
college women today have been 
victims of rape or attempted rape," 
and there "were 122 reports in 1989 
for aggravated assault in Tompkim 
County." Even more ironic is that 
the Ithacan lists Itl1aca safety as a 
nwnber to call. 
Luckily, I was able to catch the 
Ithaca Transit bus, ride down to 
Rogan's Comer. 
If Ithaca students can't count on 
safety and security when they are 
scare, who can they count on? It 
makes me wonder what would 
happen if I had to use the blue light 
phones in an emergency, would they 
be there to help me or would they 
tell me lo fend for myself again? 
Heather Mackersic 
Management '91 
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Thursday 
Marclln 29 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Focus on South Africa sponsors 
Christian Science Monitor, free 
clippings, Campus Center Lobby, 
10:00 a.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"Exploring Majors and Careers" 
Workshop, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon -
1:0~ p.m. 
Ithaca College Amnesty Inter-
national Meetin'g, 203 Friends 
Hall, 12: IO p.m. 
Lutheran Student Fellowship 
Meeting, DeMottc Room, Campus 
Center, 4:00 p.m. 
Drug and Alcohol Peer Education 
Training Meeting, South Meeting 
Room, Campus Center,4:00 p.m. 
Residential Life All-Campus Sign-
ups/ Lottery, Emerson Suites, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Recruiter Presentation: John 
Hancock, Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center, 7:00 p.m. 
Dayspring Prayer and Workshop 
Meeting, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. -
9:00 p.m. 
NASW-STD Women's Issues 
Committee and Ithaca College 
Department of Sociology and 
Minority Experience Committee 
presents Arlene A lien on "Relating 
Across 'Forbidden' Lines." Park 
School of Communications, 
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
International Club Meeting, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Catholic Community presents 
Godspell, Muller Chapel, 8:00 p.m. 
April Fool's Fest, Ford Hall A~di-
torium, 8:15 p.m. 
College Democrats Meeting, 303 
Friends Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Comedy 
Show, The Pub/ Coffeehouse. 
Campus Center, 9:00 p.m. -
11:00 p.m. 
1Firidlay 
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The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Career Planning and Placement 
On-Campus Recruiting: John 
Hancock. See Career Planning for 
resume due date and further details. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
History Department Program, 
Emerson Suite,s, Campus Center, 
3:00 p.m., with Academic Awards 
Banquet to follow in the Klingen-
stein Lounge, Campus Center, 
6:00 p.m. 
Women's Varsity Softball at 
Montclair, 4:00 p.m. (A) 
Intramural Badminton Doubles 
Tournament Entries Due, Recrea-
tional Sports Office, 102 Hill 
Center. 5:00 p.m. 
Shabbat Services, Muller Chapel, 
6:00 p.m., dinner in the Terraces, 
7:15 p.m. 
African-Latino Society Movie and 
Speaker, North Meeting Room, 
Campus Center. 7:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present Twins, Textor 102, 
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Catholic Community presents 
Godspell Muller Chapel, 8:00 p.m. 
Fisher Tull Band Festival, Ford 
Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Saturday 
Ma1rclln 3 li 
The Office of Admissions presents 
"Ithaca Today!"for the schools of 
Business and Health Science and 
Human Performance 
Women's and Men's Varsity Out-
door Track and Field at Indiana 
University, PA (A) 
Varsity Crew, TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 
Wind and Percu~lon Invitational 
Band Festival, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Shabbat Services, Muller Chapel, 
10:30 a.m. 
Women's Varsity Softball at 
Trenton, 12:00 noon (A) 
Varsity Baseball at William 
Patterson, I :00 p.m. (A) 
Men's Varsity Lacrosse vs. 
Cortland, 1:00 p.m. (H) 
Women's Varsity Lacrosse vs. Lock 
Haven, I :00 p.m. (A) 
Student Activities Board Fiims 
present Twins, Textor 102, 7:00 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. 
Catholic Community presents 
Godspel/, Muller Chapel, 8:00 p.m. 
African-Latino Society presents 
"Caribbean Weekend", The Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 
I0:00 p.m. 
Sllllnolay 
April 11 
Varsity Baseball at William Patter-
son (A) 
Intramural Softball Begins, TO 
BE ANNOUNCED 
Intramural Four Person Sand 
Volleyball Play Begins, TO BE 
ANNOUNCED 
Catholic Mass, Muller Chapel, 
10:15 a.m., 1:00 p.m. and Varsity 
Crew at Syracuse (Women Only), 
11:00 a.m. 
ABC Cafe presents John Funk-
houser, piano, 11:00 a.m. -
2:00 p.m. 
Protestant Worship Services, 
Muller Chapel, 11:30 a.m. 
Hillel Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 12:00 noon 
Senior Double Bass, Tom Baldwin, 
Nabenhauer Room. Ford Hall, 
1:00 p.m. 
Brass Choir, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 3:00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
present Rear Window, Textor 102, 
7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Student Physical Therapy Associ-
ation presents "Wheelchair Basket-
ball," Hill Center Gymnasium I 
and II, 7:00 p.m. 
Gay and Lesbian Alliance Meeting, 
Laub Room, Muller Chapel, 
7:00 p. m. Support Group, 
8:00 p.m. 
Phi Mu Alpha Meeting, Terrace 
Twelve B Lounge, 9:30 p.rn. 
Monday 
April 2 
Advance Registration for Fall 1990 
The Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Men's Varsity Tennis vs. Hartwick, 
3:00 p.m.(H) 
Philosophy and Religion Discus-
sion Group, South Meeting Room, 
Campus Center, 4:00 p.m. 
African-Latino Society "Latin 
Week"Event, Klingenstcin Lounge, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m.-
l0:00 p.m. 
Student Government Executive 
Board Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. -
10:00 p.m. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 8:00 p.m. 
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance 
presents "The Life and Times of 
Harvey Milk," Textor 102, 
8:00 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Frank Campus, 
Trumpet, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Bureau of Concerts Meeting, 
DcMotte Room, Campus Center, 
8:30 p.m. 
Advance Registration for Fall 1990 
Blue Jeans Day Show your sup-
port for Lesbian and Gay Rights! 
T,!te Handwerker Gallery presents 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works," Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Personnel Services "Group I and 
II Orientation Workshops," South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
8:00 a.m. 
Catholic Community Tuesday 
Lenten Lunches to Benefit "Loaves 
and Fishes," Muller Chapel, 12:00 
noon - I :00 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Meeting, 
North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 12:00 noon -1:00 p.m. 
American Marketing As-;ociation 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus ·Center, 12:00 noon -
'1:00 p.m. 
Faculty Colloquium Series pre-
sents John Bernard. Biology, on 
"A Treatment System for Liquid 
Toxic Waste from Landfills," 
DeMottc Room, Campus Center, 
12:10 p.m. - 1:10 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
Internship Workshop, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
1:00 p.m. 
Women's Lacrosse vs. East 
Stroudsberg (2), 3:30 p.m. (H) 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Meeting, Conference Room, 
Campus Center, 6:00 p.m. 
Intramural Badminton Doubles 
Tournament Begins, 7:00 p.m. 
Blue Jeans Day Forum Video: 
"Framed Youth", Textor IOI, 7:30 
p.m. 
Financial Management Association 
Meeting, Clark Lounge, Campus 
Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Philosophy and Religion Depart-
ment presents "Debate Series on 
Moral Issues: Reverse Discrimi-
nation," with speakers Robert 
Fullinwiderand Lisa Newton, Park 
School of Communications Audi-
torium, 7:30 p.m. 
Department of Theater Arts 
presents Standing on My Knees 
Clark Theater, 8:00 p.m. 
Kuumba Poetry Night, The Pub/ 
Coffeehouse, Campus Center, 
8:00- 10:00 p.m. 
Chamber Music, Ford Hall Audi-
torium, 8: 15 p.m. 
Student Government Student 
Congress Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 8: 15 p.m. 
- I0:30 p.m. 
Graduate Violin, Holly Drabick, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 
9:00 p.m. 
ABC Cafe presents Richard 
Nosig/ea, acoustic blues, country, 
9:30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. 
W edlnfs«ilay 
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Advance Registration for Fall 1990 
The Handwerker Gallery present~ 
Salvatore Grippi and Harry 
McCue, "Recent Works", Lobby 
of Gannett Center 
Women's and Men's Varsity Out-
door Track and Field at Co,tland, 
(A) 
Career Planning and Placement 
On-Campus Recruiting: U.S. Air 
Force Sec Career Planning for 
resume due date and further details. 
Varsity Baseball at Hobart (2), 
I :00 p.m. (A) 
Men's Varsity Tennis vs. R.I.T., 
3:00 p.m. (H) 
Women's Varsity Softball vs. 
Scranton, 3:00 p.m. (H) 
Men's Varsity Lacrosse at Hobart, 
3:00 p.m. (A) 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, South 
Meeting Room, Campus Center, 
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
General Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 7:00 p.m. 
-9:00 p.m. 
African-Latino Society "Latin-
Week" Event, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 7:00 p.m.-
10:00 p.m. 
Department of Theater Arts pre-
sents Standing on My Knees 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 
8:00 p.m. 
Oracle Society Meeting, 201 Friends 
Hall, 8: 15 p.m. 
Faculty Recital, Jamal Rossi, 
Saxophone, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
8:15 p.m. 
Campus Center presents Rick 
Beato, The Pub/ Coffeehouse. 
Campus Center, 8:30 p.m. 
Catholic Penance Services, Muller 
Chapel, 9:00 p.m. 
Kappa Gamma Psi Spring Recital, 
Nabenhauer Room, Ford Hall, 
9:00 p.m. 
Residence Hall Association 
Assembly Meeting, North Meeting 
Room, Campus Center, 9:00 -
10:30 p.m. 
AIDS Work of Tompkins County 
offers three support groups: People 
in all phases of HIV infection, 
women wnh HIV infect10n and 
family and friends of people with 
HIV.I AIDS. Call 272--4098 or 
272-3040. 
AIDS WORK needs you to pro-
vide services for people with AIDS. 
Training begins in April. For more 
information call Fran at 272-4098 
or 272-3040. 
The Women's Community Building 
now offers Aerobics, Noontime 
Aerobics and Low Stress exercise 
classes. For more information, call 
272-1247. 
Tompkins Community Hospital, 
in association with the Ithaca 
College Gerontology Program, 
will host a seminar for area clergy 
entitled "Ministering to the Long 
Term Care Planning Needs of the 
Congregation, "on April S at 
Tompkins Community Medical 
Office Building, conference room 
I03, 9:30 a.m. - noon. 
ITHACAN9 
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The Traffic Policy Committee is 
soliciting your suggestions for 
changes in traffic policy (Rules 
and regulations) for the next 
academic year. Students, staff and 
faculty arc encouraged to submit 
written, reasonable and signed 
suggestions for changes to Ted 
Perry, Chairperson, Traffic Policy 
Committee, !03 Williams Hall by 
Friday, Apnl 13 ,4:00 p.m. 
The Third Annual Chocolate and 
Champagne Decadance! A sinfully 
sweet evening filled with sumptuous 
chocolate desserts prepared by 
Ithaca's finest restaurants and 
bakeries, and music for your 
dancmg and listening pleasure to 
benefit Ithaca Rape Crisis. Held 
March 31 at Divi Ramada Inn, 
8:00 p.m. - midnight, music pro-
vided by The Joe Sa\1.ano Band. 
Tickets $15 / person and can be 
purchased at Borealis and Rebop 
Records or at the door. 
"Songs Raffi Doesn't OCnow Yet-
The Workshop." Learn delightful 
songs for children andhowto teach 
them. Teachers and parents of 3-S 
year olds and kids are welcome. 
Held on Saturday, March 24 from 
10:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m. at The 
Community School of Music and 
Arts. Cost is $5.00 for adults ai'!d 
$2.50 for kids. Please register in 
advance. 
SUNY Masquers of Cortland 
College present the comedy "She 
Stoops to Conquer; or, The 
Mistakes of a Night", the Dowd 
Fine Arts Center Theater. Call 
(607) 753-S7 I 9 for reservations. 
The Cortland College Health and 
Fitness Cla.1b will be conducting a 
Biathlon to benefit the American 
Heart Association. Competitors 
and non-competitors are encour-
aged to participate. The Biathlon, 
which features a 5 mile run and 20 
mile bicycle ride, will be held 
Sunday, April 29 at 10:00 a.m. at 
the Cortland College Field House. 
Call (607) 7S3-3259 to apply. 
Do you know a child with special 
needs? If you do, we may be able 
to help. Call the Early Childhood 
Direction Center, at 729-930 I ext. 
421 or 422 for more information 
on services available for children. 
btrth - five, with special needs. 
Creating a Resume using Word-
Perfect on the Macintosh Learn to 
create a resume-both what goes in 
it and how to create one. Career 
Planning will explam the ins and 
outs of designing a successful 
resume and ACS will explain the 
best way to use the Macintosh to 
put your design on paper. You 
need to know the basics of how to 
use a Macintosh before taking this 
workshop. The Workshop will be 
held in Friends 110 on Monday, 
April 9. I :00 - 3:00, Thursday, 
April 12, I :00 - 3:00, and Tuesday, 
April 17, I0:00 - noon. Stop by 
Muller 102 or call 274-3030 to 
sign up. 
Macintosh Question and Answer 
Session This is your chance to 
work with a Macintosh expert on 
a one to one or small group basis. 
Stop by Friends I JO on Thursdays, 
3:00-5:00 p.m. 
I 4 ..,; • •• ',i,.f'• 
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FEATURES 
While some say that the role of feminism is declining, 
others would disagree. Jules Burgevin, an IC sociology 
professor feels feminism has a place in the 90s and it 
will continue to thrive if he has anything to say about 
it ... 
By Barbara Matthews 
How do you sec the role of feminism in the 1990s? 
You can look at the feminist revolution as coming in 
cycles, if you want to. If you look at the feminist revolution 
as coming in cycles, it's probably true that we arc about to 
go out of cycle. 
We had a very large cycle when the women were first 
asking for the vote and the suffragel!e movement. We had 
a large cycle right after the Civil War when the women at 
Seneca Falls founded the National Hall or League for 
Women. After World War I, the feminist revolution cycled 
out until the '60s. 
We've had a big feminist movement going on now, fr?m 
t11c lalc '60s through the '70s, and now we arc being 
squashed by Reagan, Nixon and company, that whole scuzzy 
crew of macho bastards. You can sec the evolution of 
tJ1c feminist movement as coming up on a plane; moving 
upward in a gradual way. In modem times, what we arc 
doing is reaching a point now where women arc finally 
being recognized for the significant things that they ?o to 
keep men, nature, society in general, and the Earth. ah~c. 
The point is, we arc in a revolution, whether men hkc It or 
not, and women have changed their status, income, images, 
what they do, arc doing, and that this is one of the most 
significant changes in modem times. 
Eisler writes that men arc going to resist this. Not all 
men, but most; political leaders, economic leaders, religious 
leaders, corporate leaders, police, anybody who runs the 
socio-polir.ical-cconomic scructure. 
And I think that what is really significant is tJiat now one 
is seeing the effects of this change in terms of tl1c attacks on 
women. A woman is raped in this society every 15 seconds 
and murdered every 20 minutes ... handguns ... the 15 women 
at the university in Canada who were murdered ... so what 
you arc seeing arc enormous stresses put upon modem 
society, the family and so on. 
Men who support violence, they' really arc the violators of 
modem society, creators of war, creators of rape, creators of 
murders primarily. TI1crc is an enormous resistance to the 
changes that men know arc here. 
What changes? 
More women doing everything. The proliferation of 
women in roles, in traditional roles that men have played for 
years. 
What is your opinion on the term 'corporate feminism,' 
as opposed to the 'radical feminism' of the earlier years; 
that the corporate feminist wasn't changing the system, 
only adding or joining to It? 
That's true. The problem is, as I sec it, is that women are 
seeking, in some ways, corporate positions in the political, 
economic, social structure, that were previously power 
positions maintained by men. TI1ey have put themselves in 
these positions in that they emulate men, playing the roles 
men have played. 
And I don't think that is natural for women to do that, to 
play violent roles. And I think that there are examples 
around where women have come into positions of power, and 
they don't ... for example, the governor of Vermont is doing 
things for the environment and the political structure. She 
is a national example ... 
A good analogy and example: the man I have been 
studying with, Tom Barry, is talking about a new 
cosmological consciousness where people are playing a very 
different role on the Earth, ... (where) there is really no 
prescribed role, image, that people can get into to play ... the 
new cosmological green consciousness person ... because the 
new cosmological green consciousness person has not been 
made yet. 
And women arc up against the same thing. They arc in 
roles which I think are wonderful, but it is a dilemma, 
because women arc genetically, biologically, socially and 
morally very different from men. 
What about to~CJ!lsm? 
Well, there aren't many women at the top of corporations 
and that's a problem. There is tokenism in the General 
Electric Corporation, in the DuPont Corporation, in the 
Xerox Corporation, the IBM Corporation, ~e Coca-Cola 
Corporation, there is like a little sort of tokerusm; they look 
around at 14 men and say, ''We need a women on the board 
50 we can say to our stockholders that we have a women on 
our board right now." 
It's like saying, "We have an Afro-American and an 
Hispanic," and that's just tokenism. We don't see 
corporations where men play a minor role and have to work 
for women. 
You ha,·c spoken or 'malcnism' before. What l'i it? 
Herc's a quick little story. In 1968, when I came to Ithaca 
College, I was and am married lo a wonderful woman who 
was a nurturing, child-caring, child-bearing woman and the 
motl1cr of three children. When we first got here, she 
decided to get a full-time job. 
So, she got a full-time job, a car, a network of friends, 
where it had been Jules' friends. She had status and income, 
and our lives completely changed. She told me what I was 
going to do. That I was going to get the children up for 
school and get them breakfast before school, and, if the 
school needed to call somebody, they could call both of us, 
and you may have to come home. 
So my role as essentially a dominant male. fonnerly 
It's learning to walk in another 
one's shoes and developing 
a woman's consciousness, which 
I think men have to do 
-Jules Burgevin 
military police officer, breadwinner, and so on, changed 
overnight. So, I had to re-learn, and re-structure, re-think, 
re-feel, on how I played my role as a father.,. It was a 
complete revolution. ' 
And when I got offered another job two years later and 
came home with this wonderful news, well, we hat! a vote 
at the supper table. So, ins•,.,ad of the father making tJ1c 
decision and the little wife and the little children following 
him, the vote was 4: 1 not to go anywhere. Then I knew 
that the whole family had shifted, tJ1al we do what the whole 
group wanted to do. 
So, we're going to sec men being asked, invited, 
encouraged, and forced, to change the ways in which they 
conduct themselves in their personal lives, tlicir business 
lives, psychologically, spiritually, where God is a man ... 
I don't see that happening in the Catholic Church. 
But there arc changes. I'm a Catholic, too, Presbyterian, 
Quaker, Unitarian, part Jew in my soul--what's happening I 
think arc changes that have already been growing and the 
Catholic Church is going to have to change or it is going to 
be outdated. . .if you look at the women who rode in the 
feminist revolution of the '60s and '70s, the majority of 
them were Jewish women and Catholic women who have 
written very strong feminist books, and that is a reflection of 
women in those particular institutions who have been really 
hard pressed with the dogma and the structure of the male 
view and have been breaking away. It will have to change 
or collapse. 
Do you think the is.~ue of abortion has taken feminl'>m 
back a step? 
I think that the abortion issue is one of the key issues in 
the movement. If women have the right to choose, and 
women have that choice, my sense of it is that a number of 
things will happen. I think there will be less and less 
political and financial support for abortion, and that is 
happening now. I do tJ1ink that women will always be able 
to find and have abortions, and, unfortunately, that poor 
women won't be able to. It is a dilemma, a tragic dilemma. 
I do think it is a backward step for feminism. My 
personal point of view is that life begins at birth. I think 
women have the right to have an abortion if they don't want 
to have a child. And I think unwanted children are a 
problem in our society; that murderers, rapists and many 
people doing the most violence were probably people who 
were not wanted. I've argued this with Catholic friends of 
mine. Well, prevention, an ounce of prevention is worth 
pounds and pounds of cure, that old saying. And abortion 
is a form of prevention. 
Feminism: J1;1lcs Burgcvin coined the term "malenist" 
t<; describe his position as 2 male feminist. 
Well, the Idea of using abortion as a form of birth 
control bothers me. 
Well, it is abused, like alcohol is abused, and drugs arc 
abused, it is like, one would think you could get divorced 
once, but I have friends who have had many divorces. Like 
the way we abuse the air and water .... It docs have to do 
with a sense of responsibility. Being more careful. In the 
feminist revolution, it is a key issue. 
Now, back to the term 'malcnism.' 
Well, I developed a whole different way of talking about 
women. Women means "men with wombs," so I use a 
whole bunch of tcrms--fcmbeing, herband in place of wife .... 
The other term, malenist; I started calling myself that when 
I learned that I was going to be very supportive of feminists. 
So, when people say to me, "Arc you supportive of 
feminism?" I say, well yes, I'm married to a feminise, who 
is a very strong feminist, and malenist is a male who 
supports a very strong feminist. It's learning to walk in 
another one's shoes and developing a woman's 
consciousness, which I think men have to do. 
When we arc carried in the womb, for the first weeks we 
are all women. It is interesting to explain that to men, to 
ask men to sec that at one time they were women. 
What do you see for the future of feminism, say by the 
year 2000? 
I'm not sure. I think what's going to happen is that the 
new consciousness, which has been focused on feminism and 
changing the inequality based on sex and race ... will take 
hold, and., in some ways, women will lift themselves and be 
lifted by a new spiritual, a new set of values, which will 
focus on uniqueness, and diversity; focus upon reverence and 
respect of all living species and systems. If it takes hold, I 
don't think the feminist movement will revert back to the 
decline in the cycles. 
I think the changes will be so extensive that we will be 
conducting ourselves in a very different way. That will 
prelude to how wo~en will change in the workforce, family 
.... I think if this consciousness to the environment falls into 
place, then the whole sense of being a woman or women 
will change. They wili free themselves from the 
socialization of the past. 
Let ~c end on this tone, if we look in the past where 
revoluuonary pcopl_c were killed, like Martin Luther King, Jr. 
and Ghandi and Jesus Christ, because they were calling for 
a change in the whole structure of society, If millions of 
women said non-violence was the-answer and not to engage 
in hate and anger, and then millions of people joined them, 
that would change the evolutionary direction of hwnan 
existence and that is what I believe needs to happen, and 
very soon, or humans will become extinct. 
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Capturing th~ de:ptl!n 
By Patty Jacobson 
There are many artists that 
concentrate on photographing the 
elderly. One woman who is able to 
Her ideas soon changed, and Noggel 
began to think of how she could use 
the space she was photographing 
more effectively. 
She began to concentrate on 
using more close-ups of people with 
Noggel says that she spends 
most of her time photographing 
elderly people because of the 
character that shows on their faces. 
She was unable to break the outer 
shell of younger people. 
capture the personality of an elderly 
person is Anne Noggel. 
i 
t 
-J 
and physical changes she went 
through over the years. On more 
than one occasion, Noggel 
photographed herself driving from 
Sante Fe to Albuquerque, New 
Mexico. She said she did this to 
pass the time. 
Noggel says that she spends most 
of her time photographing aged 
people because of the character that 
shows on their faces. She was 
unable to break the outer shell of 
younger people. With the elderly 
she is able to go deep beneath the 
surface where she finds the real 
person. She has also had this 
problem with men. As a result, she 
cooccntratcs mainly on women. 
~ Noggel says that rnany times ! older people are shoved into comers 
.. and ignored because they make 
S others uncomfortable. She has 
:3 attcrnptcd to change these false 
-
} attitudes by photographing them. 
~ Noggel has two books in print: 
Noggel started out as a woman 
airforce service pilot. She flew for 
many years and was then transferred 
to Paris during World War II. It 
was there that she found her true 
love, photography. By the age of 
37, Noggel began photographing 
large areas of space, not necessarily 
different expressions. In order to 
achieve this type of picture, Noggel 
dropped to a 35 millimeter camera 
with a wide-angle lens. Soon 
Noggel's photos were printed in 
magazines, and she began to get 
recognition for her work. 
Anne Noggel: gave a slide presentation or her work this 
past Monday. 
"Silver Lining" and "For God, 
Country and the Tirrill of it." She 
has photographed people in 
California, London, Texas, 
Colorado, Washington, New Mexico 
and other. But Noggel made it 
very clear to her audience this past 
Monday night that "everything is 
giving you pictures all of the 
with people in them. In order to 
achieve the best pictures, she used a 
wide-angle lens on a special camera. 
But Noggel still had more 
expectations for herself. She had 
many ideas about how to utilize 
areas of space with more 
imagination. This was when she 
began photographing elderly people. 
She has been doing it ever since. 
Noggel 's slide presentation was 
presented last Monday, March 26 al 
8:00 pm. She showed pictures from 
her pilot days, her areas of space, 
and finally, pictures of aging and 
self-portraits. The subjects in her 
photos were mostly people she knew 
well like family and friends. Over 
the years, her creativity flourished as 
she began to photograph body parts. 
One series of feet portrayed a 
myriad of images to the viewer. 
Noggel also made many self-
portraits over the years which she 
says helped make her feel whole as 
well as unselfconscious about 
herself. Her self-portraits also 
enabled her to witness the mental 
time .... You don't have to travel to 
Albuquerque to get a beautiful 
photograph." And Noggcl has 
proved this beautifully. 
Women reconcile their history 
By Dora Vivinetto 
With a uniquely poignant twist, 
the screenings in last Wednesday 
night's Women Direct Series were 
personal accounts of women trying 
to rediscover their backgrounds. 
The subjects in all three films used 
humor and revealing memories to 
identify, examine and deal with 
their cultural heritages. 
The first film, Mode in China: 
A Searchfor Roots was directed 
by Lisa Hsia, a second-generation 
Chinese American. This 1986 docu-
mentary was Hsia's first-person 
account recognizing and investi-
gating the contrast between her 
Ame:-ican upbringing and her 
Chinese roots. 
Made in China links classic 
home movies and upbeat animation 
with footage of Hsia's trip to 
China. Her experiences in China 
comprised much of the film, with 
Hsia understanding 'that she was 
both an outsider and a member of 
this culture. 
Hsia, whose previous training 
in Chinese lifestyle did not extend 
beyond her Sunday night visits to 
Chicago's Chinatown, explained 
her shock over her frequent lack 
Standing on my Kneeso0 
Ithaca College Theater's latest production, scheduled to open Tuesday, April 3. (l to r): Jesse Clark, 
Ann Duslnberre, Emily Grayson. 
of freedom while living in China. 
Describing her humiliation and 
confusion over her encounter with 
a Chinese infirmary and her re-
bellion against what she perceived 
as the strict Chinese family struc-
ture, Hsia tried to learn and live 
according to the themes of Chinese 
society. Hsia discovered that the 
best guide to China was her family, 
which she described as the center 
of Chinese social life. 
The next film, Family Gather-
ing, also offered a personal 
account of the filmmaker Lise 
Yasui's Japanese lineage. Inter-
situations: silence and deception. 
Yasui was not even aware that 
her grandfather had committed 
suicide until her adulthood. The 
internment of Japanese-Americans 
during the War is a period in 
~merican history that is even today 
not widely known and understood. 
However, Yasui conveyed sad 
insight into an aspect of history 
that had deep and lasting effects 
on her family. 
Sun, Moon and Feaiher spot-
lights the talent of three sisters, 
Lisa, Gloria and Muriel Miguel 
who grew up in Brooklyn in the 
Hsia discovered that the best guide 
to China was her family, which she 
described as the center of the 
Chinese social life. 
meshing home movies, newsreels, 
photos and interviews with Yasui's 
family members, the film searches 
into the aftermath of the intern-
ment of the U.S. internment policy 
of Japanese-Americans following 
Pearl Harbor. 
Yasui confronts and parallels 
her own family history with expe-
riences of the Japanese living in 
America during World War 11. 
Striking and haunting, Family 
Gathering documents Y asui's grand-
father life and the distrust that his 
community ex.pressed toward him 
during the War. Yasui's grand-
father, Japanese emigrant Masuo 
Yasui, had been a respected 
member of his community until 
his arrest five days after the attack 
on Pearl Harbor. She found that 
the same themes existed in both 
1930's and J940's. Directed by Bob 
Rosen and Jane Zipp, this musical 
comedy and drama also combined 
home movies, interviews and the 
sisters' brilliant performance. 
The Miguels, who have been 
together professionally for more 
than a decade as Spiderwoman 
Theater, used outrageous humor 
and satire to ex.plain their family 
history, specifically their relation-
ship with their Panamanian father 
and his alcoholism. The Migucls 
incredible sense of presence and 
personality matched their spirited 
anecdotes and memories in a richly 
developed and captivating film. 
The women in these documen-
taries communicated their relation-
ship with their families and the 
historical ramifications that influ-
enced their lives. 
121THACAN 
Jay Andrew Secunda 
Comedian Billy Crystal walked 
out to center stage in front of some 
of the most beautiful, famous and 
nervous people in the world last 
Monday night to host the 62nd 
Annual Academy Awards. 
Crystal launched into his 
monologue, which featured some 
very inside-Hollywood jokes that 
I'm sure most of the billion of this 
year's viewers didn't get. I sat 
back, expecting the traditional awful 
opening musical number to strike at 
any given second. But a funny 
thing happened: it didn't Instead, 
Crystal made a crack about how 
awful the opening numbers usually 
are and then went into his own 
musical satire of the Oscars' 
cheesiness. Hey, no fair! What 
happened to all the stars 
embarrassing themselves by singing 
and dancing to the worst cornball 
routine ever in front of a billion 
peoplc? Was Rob Lowe busy 
111ping Snow White m his 
apartment? 
Producer Gil Cates obviously 
wanted to trim the tackiness this 
year and give the audience jie 
barest essentials of what they 
wanted: glamorous stars, the results 
of the awards, and as little bad 
dialogue and as few astonishingly 
bad musical numbers as possible. 
His first wise move toward this end 
was electing Billy Crystal as host. 
Crystal brings back the kind of 
poking-fun-at-the-system humor that 
Johnny Carson used to grace the 
Academy Awards with before the 
academy decided he was too risquc 
as a host 
The worst part of the show came 
about (no surprise here) when the 
musical numbers finally did decide 
to grace us with their awfulness. I 
had hoped maybe they'd be a little 
the Fourth of July" won best 
editing. 
Brenda Fricker must have made a 
lot of critics happy with her best 
Spike Lee should have won, if 
not for his well-written script for 
'Do The Right Thing' then simply 
because he wasn't nominated for 
_best picture or director 
less painful this year because pop 
star Paula Abdul was hired for 
choreography. Unfortunately, they 
were just as forced and cheesy as 
they were in every other one of the 
61 shows. 
The low point came during a 
number which centered on the five 
films up for best costume design. 
Two dancers dressed like Jessica 
Tandy and Morgan Freeman in 
"Driving Miss Daisy" bopped 
around the stage as if they had 
something increJibly uncomfortable 
in their pants. C'mon Paula, you 
know better. It was more fun just 
to watch her giving an award with 
Dudley Moore. 
I'll cut to the action for those of 
you who couldn't stay awake for 
the whole three and a half hours. 
Alan Menken won best original 
music score for "The Little 
Mermaid." The film "Balance" won 
best animated short film and 
"Cinema Paradiso" won best foreign 
film. The blockbuster "Batman" 
won best art direction. "Born on 
supporting actress win for "My Left 
Foot." I was extremely happy to 
see Denzel Washington won a well- . 
deserved best supporting actor Oscar 
for "Glory" as it was not nominated 
for best picture, nor was Edward 
Zwick, its director. In addition, 
"Glory" won best cinematography 
and best sound. 
Tom Shulman won best 
screenplay for "Dead Poet's 
Society," which was a crime 
considering the others in the 
category; Spike Lee should have 
won, if not for his well-written 
script for "Do the Right Thing" 
then simply because he wasn't 
nominated for best picture or best 
director. 
Oliver Stone won his second best 
director Oscar for "Born on the 
Fourth of July." Daniel Day-Lewis 
won best actor for his portrayal of 
Christy Brown in "My Left Foot," 
surprisingly beating off favorite 
Tom Cruise for "Born on the Fourth 
of July." 
The big winner was "Driving 
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Miss Daisy-," which won for best 
picture, best adapted screenplay, 
best makeup, and Jessica Tandy for 
best actress. At 80 years old, 
Tandy is the oldest winner in this 
category in the whole 62 years of 
the Academy Awards. 
There were many memorable 
moments in this year's Oscars: Kim 
Basinger protesting the Academy's 
failure to nominate "Do the Right 
Thing" and looking more nervous 
than any other presenter (c'mon, 
Kim, there's only a billion people 
watching}, movie moguls Steven 
Spielberg and George Lucas 
honoring director Akira Kurosawa, 
Spielberg muttering stage directions 
to Kurosawa in Japanese, and one 
of the editors for "Born on the 
Fourth of July" being cut off in 
mid-sentence by the roar of the 
band just before they cut to 
commercial. My personal favorite 
was watching Mel Gibson eating in 
London during Diana Ross' big 
finishing song. 
For all the gaffes and problems 
with the Oscars, the 62nd Academy 
Awards was the most watchable 
show in recent years. It gave us all 
the glamour, excitement, and stars 
we wanted to see while cutting 
down on the tacky dance numbers 
and lame dialogue. A three hour 
show with so many potential 
problems, from nervous breakdowns 
to satellite uplink problems, is no 
simple task to orchestrate, and I 
would say producer Gil Cates 
handled him~l_f ~irably. Perhaps 
someday the Oscars will drop the 
corniness completely. 
N ah, probably not. 
Harry McCue: art professor at Ithaca College whose work Is on 
display at the Handwerker Gallery through April 12. 
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JSy Dornon lLumer 
Political awareness and concern 
are popular in rock music these 
days. It seems that everyone from 
Billy Joel to Janet Jackson to 
Phil Collins has something to say 
about social issues and the deterior-
ating state of the environment. 
Unfortunately, these artists' obser-
vations rarely rise above simple 
platitudes to say anything truly 
cogent; they serve as self-congratu-
latory statements of dime-store 
morality. 
Amidst this flurry of protest 
' songs and albums, Australia's Mid-
night Oil has unleashed a fiercely 
powerful declaration of protest. 
.. Blue Sky Mining" has the same 
drive and urgency that fueled their 
1988 breakthrough album, "Diesel 
And Dust." But while that record 
was rooted in particularly Austra-
lian issues (mostly land disputes 
with the aborigines), "Blue Sky 
Mining" conquers world-wide 
political, environmental and 
economic concerns with passion 
and precision. 
The album succeeds while others 
by more established groups fail 
because the band uses intelligence 
and unbridled fury to actually take 
risks. Whereas Phil Collins urges 
his listeners to merely "think 
twice" about the homeless, Mid-
night Oil looks to the root causes 
and connections behind societal 
problems. The result is a record 
that virtually explodes with frustra-
tion at knowing solutions are virtu-
ally impossible when all of the 
causes remain intact. 
None of the songs illustrate that 
sense of hopelessness better than 
the record's first single, "Blue Sky 
Mine." The song tells the story of 
a working-class man who is forced 
to work for a company that mines 
blue sky. This powerful metaphor 
sets up the moral dilemma between 
capitalism and the environment 
that continues throughout the 
album. The protagonist feels guilt 
and regret for his actions while 
working, but he knows that he 
also has to feed his impoverished 
family. By the end of the song, he 
is left to wonder "If the Blue Sky 
Mining company won\ come to 
my rescue/ Who's gonna save me?" 
This anguish is mirrored in the 
song's forceful, driving music. Mid-
night Oil plays tight, tense electric 
folk-rock with a singer (Peter 
Garrett) who makes up for limited 
technical ability with sheer con-
viction. "Blue Sky Mine"alternates 
between a painfully dissonant 
harmonica-driven section, a rela-
tively straightforward upbeat verse, 
and the chiming guitar and airy 
vocal harmonies of the refrains. 
The unusual hybrid of punk 
anger and ugliness with folk-rock's 
melodicism runs through the entire 
album, underscoring the dichot-
omy of emotions dealt with in the 
lyrics. "Mountains of Burma" de-
picts a not-so-distant future where 
capitalism has ground the last life 
out of the Earth. A lush string 
section and strummed guitar create 
Active Length 
Glamour Length 
Gems 
a mournful cushion of swirling 
sound. But by the first chorus, a 
violin and oboe enter at strangely 
dissonant melodic angles to add a 
thoroughly apocalyptic atmos-
phere. From this point, the arrange-
ment gradually grows more com-
plex and disturbing until, at the 
very end, Garrett punctuates the 
song with a wordless scream of 
rage. 
"King Of The Mountain" arrives 
with an angry introduction of a 
tri-tone guitar part and bashing 
drums. Next, almost everything 
falls away as drummer Rob Hurst 
and bassist Bones Hilman evoke 
the dry sparseness of the desert. 
Garrett's taunt, almost strangulated 
vocals further the musical image 
Feathers 
Colors 
Acrylics 
of a barren wasteland. The beat 
might be catchy, but the overall 
effect is frightening in its intensity. 
In "Forgotten Years," the band 
thrashes out an intense fight-song 
about the importance of remem-
bering the cold-war once the thaw 
has set in. In the song's rousing 
chorus, Garrett demands that we 
not forget "The hardest years, the 
darkest years/The desperate and 
divided years." Midnight Oil cor-
rectly reminds us that the end of 
the cold war does not signify the 
end of history, but only the begin-
ning of a new and challenging 
chapter. 
The themes and issues of the 
album reach explosive intensity in 
"One Country." The song begins 
as a folk ballad on acoustic guitar 
and slowly builds into an almost 
overwhelming surge of sound. 
Unfortunately for the band, this 
would-be resolution of the record 
doesn't quite work. 
For one thing, Garrett's voice is 
see page 16 
BEERS OF THE MONTH 
COKE-Old Vienna Splits Case or 24 $599 nr:vE 
- - 6.5 oz. Btls. PtEASE All Varieties hcep, r1,11ordAY!: ,Spencerport Hornell Wellsville Oansv,11, P\.USD£P 
6Pack $189 i\rlw k I B st 12 Pack $299 UMI' I au ees e 12oz.Cans Jf~\ 12oz. • Cans Plus0r.Po~1,. 
hcept Cliltordm !~rPort HornetLW.,\lsr1\11 O.nsr1llt PLUSDCP Wh1frS11p;I• l.s:; 
Designer Nails 
(/tit A/Jtwe 
Jlnirstulisl 
:Lif'I- - -BYRNE DAIRY STORE COUPON- - 'G ~-
~'Wii'h!I =lJ ~1 § i\'E1 :.- =!3 VJ !if,:,1CJ 
: 50¢0FFANYSUPERUBYRNIE"SUB! ••· (WITH COUPON) 
I L1m1t one per lam1ly·Ofler good 3/28·4/10/90 I Lsi_ ITI-IA~...§TClAE O~LV _j 
272-4370 
The Commons 
Fingertip Fashion 
Byrne 
Center Ithaca 
Mezzanine 
~CIE Available in LARGE 81b. bags 
(While Supply Lasts) 
Ithaca's Only Custom-Printing T-Shirt Headquarters 
Devoted to T-Sbirts &· Ithaca Souvenirs 
<C1U1§1tom Printing While-U-Wailt 
We specialize in 
Silks_creening on ·100% Cotton! 
clmnse J,-n,11 
T·Sbil'fS 
S1cearsbil'ts 
Flooded Pullnvel'S 
Sweatpants 
Caps 
Aprons 
Neon T-Sbh'Js 
Golf Shh"ts 
Shorts 
Cr,Jfee Mugs 
numper Stickel's 
We carry a 
Large Selection 
of Blank 
T-Shirts 
and 
Sweatshirts 
in many colors ... 
Design & Write your 
own lllc~sagc 
We Seruice: 
Businesses 
Fmren1ilies 
Sororities 
Reslauranrs 
Clubs 
Teams 
Cbariries 
Scbnn/s 
Bars 
and anyone else 
wi//1 custom 
p,·inting needs 
Latest Designs and Styles, Cornell & Ithaca College Clothing, Get 
numbers imprinted on your uniforms. 
,;,~ 
l;it~ 
IHlllll 11:I Jl!~I 
ONEITA 
BASSETT-WALKER 
f:IHanes 
<It~ U.S.A. 
210 The Ithaca Commons O 273-7939 
HOURS: MON-FRI 8:30 - 5:00 SAT. 11:00 - 3:00 
STOP IN AND TAKE A LOOK ,.. 
Open Every Day O One-llour Free Parking Weekdays, Free Parking S:it. & Sun. in 1he Ciiy 
P:1rking Ramps. 
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-O\U1fi-§ ... Where There's Never a C 
~ 0 'ver 
Spring Fever Week 
AJP)1rnli 1 .. § 
Sunday, April 1 Monday, April 2 Tuesday, April 3 Wednesday, April 4 
Band. Night Margarita ville Beach Party Southern Night 
"&:reaming Yellow Zonkers" Raspberry, Melon, Strawberry Complementary Leies Best Boots Contest 
10:00 PM Peach & Golden Margaritas Coors Draft $. 75 Rolling Rock (Bottles) $1.25 
No Cover Lambada Teacher Miller Lite (Bottle) $1.25 Cuervo $ 1.25 
Create a Drink Contest and Contest Sex on the Beach (Shots) Snake Bites $2.00 
As Always: Help Us Start A New As Always: As Always: Absolut, Southern 
2 for l Drinks Monday Night Tradition!! Steamers $1.00 doz., Vodka $1.25 Comfort, JD $1.25 
Thursday, April 5 Friday, April 6 Saturday, April 7 Sunday, April 8 
Rum & Reggae Night Summer in the City JFlower Power Night Band Night 
Limbo Contest Coolest Sunglasses Contest Best Tie-Dyes Contest "Edge Park" 
Malibu Rum $1.25 Hollywoods $3.00 Don Juan on Acid $2.00 10:00 PM - No Cover 
Death Shot $2.00 Temptations $3.00 Wild Thing $2.75 Personal Fable $2.00 
Mango Voodoo Purple Haze $3.00 Trappers Ministry $2.50 
As Always; As Always: 
Molson-Golden Light, Dry $1.25 T.G.I.F.!! 2 for l Drinks 
Free giveaways every night this week. 
(Free Drinks, Discounts, Dinner for Two, Lunch at Plums & More!) 
Featuring Latest Liquors: San Tropique and Key Largo 
Come hear our new Compact Disc sound system. 
, ' ' . ' . 
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21bounds April 
By Elayne !Forastiere 
ICB-TV will feature the one-
time airing of 'The Live Show" on 
Sunday. As suggested by the name, 
the production will be broadcast 
live, straight from the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications. The 
program will be completely 
produced by Ithaca College students 
"We'll break zn and 
out of reality. We're 
saying to our audience, 
'This is television and 
it's not real--but it is!' 
Our show is all zn 
(the audience's) 
. . . ,, 
zmagmatzon. 
all in (the audience's) imagination." 
Besides Gerstein, 'The Live 
Show" will feature the talents of 
Andrew Daly, Barry Korbman, 
Nicola Pytel!, Brian Sack and 
Sharon Simmons. 
The production staff expects that 
the live aspect of t11e show will add 
to the excitement of the program, 
and Gerstein hopes that the show 
will be "raw, but seamless." 
The show will appear on channel 
13 for home viewing, but WICB 
radio will also be giving away 
tickets for the production's live 
audience. 
Brian Sack David J. Gerstein 
For a comedy-filled ending to 
April Fool's Day, the show's 
staff recommends watching "The 
Live Show" at 9 p.m. on Sunday, 
April I, 1990. As Gerstein 
describes, his intention is "doing a 
show tllat I'd like to sec." 
and will air at 9 p.m., lasting half 
an hour. Members of ICB TV's "The Live Show" 
The producer of 'The Live 
Show." Dave Jay Gerstein, 
Record 
from page 14 
far too limited to handle the 
subtlety needed in the song's first 
few verses. As a result, he ends up 
whining his way through the first 
half of the tune. But even once the 
music comes to life and relieves 
the straining vocalist, the lyrics 
don't live up to the album's overall 
quality. 
described the show as "a distinct 
form of live entertainment." He 
"One Country" is the only song 
on the record that attempts to put 
forth a solution to the complex 
problems of the contemporary 
world. The result is a childish plea 
for universal unity and peace: "One 
vision/One people/One landmass/ 
One ocean/One policy." After the 
album's litany of complex, inter-
twined problems, such simplistic 
moralizing comes off as a cop-out 
that sells the rest of the album 
claims, "We'll break in and out of 
reality. We're saying to our 
short. 
In spite of this and some other 
minor problems, "Blue Sky Mining" 
is an undeniably powerful attack 
on the world's political order. 
Unlike so much of the prepackaged 
pity we get from so many con-
temporary musicians, the album is 
animated with life, vigor, and intel-
ligence. Within the current genre 
of rock protest songs, Midnight 
Oil has written a masterpiece. 
BAKA Computers Community Comers 200 Pleasant Grove Road Ithaca, NY 14850 
THE MAC EXPERTS · 607 /257°2070 
Ohno~ 
ASAl)MAC! 
Anything man-made can break-even 
something as wdl-made as a Macintosh0 • 
That's when yoa need BAKA's Apple Authorized 
Service Center. We'll get you up and running 
again. fast ... usuaBy in less than 24 hours. 
Remember, if you bought your Mac after 
January 1, 1990, your Warrdnty has been 
extended to a full year! 
So if you see A SAD MAC, Don't panic. Call "The 
Mac Experts" at BAKA. 
Oh yes, don't forget to ask about a full year of 
AppleCru"C° at a 50% discount•. 
audicnce,'this is television and it's 
not real -- but it ls!' Our show is 
L.. 
~~~~~~~~~~!!!!'!!'!!!!!!!!!'!!'!!!!!!!J!'lllll:7 
)IMPRESS YOUR_ 
PARENTS WlT~ YOUR 
EXCELLENT TAST£ IN 
RESIAUR-\NTS. MAKE 
RESERVATIONS fOR: -- I 
~~~~~~~~~~~l 
IG~DUATIQN; 
r'~Tm~- s 
~~=-P.=M·=· === 
Keep your Spring Break tan at 
~ 
WE BRING CHINESE FOOD TO AMERICA'S DOOR 
272-FAST ...... 0,., ..... 0 .. 
§JPJECJIAJL§: 7 §<eS§:U.0Jl1l§ f <DIC' $35 
and ]. Ol sessioll.11s foIC' $40 
·' Days: Mon - Fri 
Sat, Sun 
SAM-12 midnight 
9AM-9:30 PM 
609 W. Clinton St., Ithaca 
272-5598 
-~ 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
I?lERSONAlLS 
Rctrcatcrs/Fricnds o' mine -
Please wear blue jeans - April 3rd. 
I love you all. 
Jo-ann 
I'm not gay. I'm proudly wearing 
jeans on Tuesday. Any questions? 
-1.C. Administrator 
Laur, 'T' and Kris 
Sorry for the problems between us. 
These past few weeks have been 
tough. Thanks for sticking by me. 
What would I do without all of 
you? I Jove you guys! 
Lcffy -
Love, 
Jack 
I just want to wish you a very 
happy 21! I love you always. 
Barbara 
Marcia -
Thanks for keeping me company 
this ·weekend. You're so devious! 
Can we survive the humiliation? 
Let's play 'The Maybe Game" 
again! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY IlLL! 
From the 41st Pledge Class. 
We love you! 
Cheryl 
Gregor BE-RISE, BLUE JEANS 
DAY OR BUST! Is the semester 
over yet? 
-the other co-pres 
Denise -
This is our first Blue Jean's Day 
together. Remember our pride and 
devotion to the rights we will one 
day obtain and use to provide for 
our family. All the love in my heart 
and soul. 
-Rachel 
Rachel -
We show our Jove everyday, but on 
April 3rd let's remember those who 
can't because of homophobia. 
Love, Denise 
P.S. You look great in blue jeans! 
WANTED: Heterosexuals to wear 
their blue jeans on April 3rd. We 
need your support! 
Denise B. -
Wear the attire of a T.V. star. Wear 
jeans. 
c.o. -
Love, 
Greg 
If only those jeans could talk. I bet 
they could make a video about 
them. Let them speak for 
themselves. Wear 'em Tuesday. 
Greg 
To my other half -
We have grown so much this year. 
Let's show our pride. 
Love, 
Greg 
YOU DON'T HA VE TO BE A 
WOMAN 
TO SUPPORT WOMEN'S 
RIGHTS ... 
YOU DON'T HA VE TO BE GAY 
TO SUPPORT YOUR GAY 
RIGHTS! 
Wear Jeans! 
Help support over 10% of the 
population; wear your jeans or 
armbands on April 3rd!! 
Remcmber ... Anyone on Tuesday 
who is not wearing jeans(or an 
armband) may be glared at and 
ridiculed all day. 
Fellow HETEROSEXUALS: 
Wear jeans (or armbands) on Jeans 
Day ... SHOW OUR SUPPORT! 
CILASSilflEDS 
Grow up! 
Wear jeans. 
Lee: 
You refused to wear them last year 
and I never told you how much that 
hurl If you're "afraid" to wear your 
jeans this year, I'll know you 
haven't grown at all. 
Your best friend 
For the 600-+ 0f you out there on 
campus, I'm wearing my blues on 
Tues! 
- A "Breeder" 
Matt-
I'm wearing my blue jeans just for 
you! 
"Your HET and otherwise apolitical 
roomate" 
<C1LAS§IlIFH1Elll>§ 
UNUSUAL CONTEMPORARY 
TOWNHOUSE -
3 - 4 large bedrooms, 2 baths, 
private skylit entry. Covered 
balcony, walled garden. Free heated 
garage. Free additional parking. Pets 
allowed. Walk to Cornell, 
Commons, IC and all buses. Price 
1,000. 257 - 7077. 
SUMMER SUBLET: 
1/4 mi. from campus. 2 Bdrm, 
skylights, patio, spacious yard. Rent 
very negotiable. 273 - 6648. 
STEREO FOR SALE!! 
NAO 7225 PE home receiver, 40 
w/c, 85 watt headroom. Less than 7 
mo. old, perfect condition! $250 
ncgoc. 277 - 6184 (Brian). 
SEEKING ONE HOUSEMATE: 
For FalVSµing '90-'91. One 
bedroom available on 262 
Pennsylvania Ave. - very close to 
-ampus. Call Lisa 277 - 7838 or 
LeeAnn 277 - 7652. 
1'1CE ONE BEDROOM APT. 
New kitchen and bath. $435 
includes heat and furniture. Great 
downtown location. Available Aug. 
1. 273 - 4781. 
SUMMER SUBLET: 
$125/month, 114 Hudson St., private 
bath, close to downtown, negotiable. 
Call Dave M. at 272 - 7423. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE/APT: 
Needed for Jan - Aug. 1991. Going 
away? Need to SUBLET? Call 272 
-4486. 
COUNTRY HOME, 90 - 91 
4-5 Bedroom large house, furnished, 
country setting in Danby. IO month 
lease. 272 - 2482. 
SUMMER JOBS! CAMP 
SEQUOIA. NEW YORK STATE 
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS. Cabin 
Counsellor and Specialty Instructor 
positions available in all TEAM 
SPORTS (qualified instructors for 
softball, basketball, volleyball, 
soccer, and street hockey), 
SWIMMING (WSI and/or LTG), 
TENNIS, PHOTOGRAPHY, 
MODEL ROCKETRY, 
WOODWORKING, CERAMICS, 
DANCE, PIONEERING and 
BACKPACKING. Additional 
OFFICE positions available in 
WORD PROCESSING, 
RECEPTIONIST and GENERAL 
SECRETARIAL WORK. Work 
,can start as early as May 15th. 
Competitive camp . salary, travel 
allowance, room and board. 
INTERVIEWING IN APRIL. For 
more information and an application, 
CALL: 914-679-5291. 
ClLASSillFIEOS 
7 BEDROOM HOUSE -
E. State Street. Two kitchens, two 
baths, fireplace, laundromat, parking. 
On LC. bus route and close to The 
Commons. $285 per bedroom plus. 
273 - 2814. 
NOW RENTING FOR 1990 • 91 -
C'OLLEGE CIRCLE 
APARTMENTS 
Next to LC. 
Just up the road on 96 B 
FABULOUS, NEW, EXTRA 
LARGE, EXTRA NICE, extra 
bathrooms, extraordinary furniture, 
EXCEPTIONAL space, EXTRA 
SPECIAL. Rent starting at $233.33 
per person/per month. 2, 3; 4, and 5 
bedroom apartments available, 
beginning June 1. COLLEGE 
CIRCLE OFFICE NOW OPEN!!! 
Mon - Fri. 8:30 - 5:00, Sat 11 :00 -
3:00. Call 277 - 1221 or 277 -
1234. 
AVAILABLE 90-91 
School Yenr 
258 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Modern, 2 bedrooms, minutes 
from LC., furnished, Avail. 
Aug. I plus electric only. 
505 S. Cayuga 
2nd floor, 3 bedroom, is close 
to buses, Commons. Furnished 
Avail. Aug. I plus elec. only 
128 Farm St. 
Three bedrooms, close 
to shopping in quiet,residential 
neighborhood. Furnished, Avail. 
Aug. I, plus elec. only. 
For Details Call: CERTIFIED 
PROPERTIES 273 -1669 
GOING ABROAD FALL 
SEMESTER -
Taking a semester off? I'm going to 
Italy m the spring and want to 
sublet a great room in a great 
Victorian. Nice house mates, 
reasonable rent, Downtown. 272 -
5088. Jennifer. 
ONE BEDROOM-
Ithaca Commons Area, newly 
furnished, dishwasher, micro, 
security system, heat included, 
contact Jim at 277-7000. 
STUDIO DOWNTOWN 
Furnished, conveniently located, 
includes heat. 273-8 I 81 
EXCITING LOFT 
Beautiful stone fireplace, 3 level 
living, skylights. Grads. 273 -
9300 
4 - 5 BEDROOM HOUSE -
Must sec. South Hill (bottom) 
$250/mo./pcrson plus. Call 273 
7302 evenings. 
4 BR HOUSE -
On Coddington Rd., furnished, 
washer and dryer, dishwasher, 
seconds to I.C., Available June 1, 
$1,100 plus. Call 277 - 7475. 
NEED A SUMMER JOB! 
Slecpaway camp in Poconos needs: 
General counselors Male/Female 
19+; All Sports; Gymnastics; Dance; 
Tennis; Harn Radio; Archery; 
Riflery; Ceramics; Scenery; 
Waterfront (WSJ); Language (French 
and Spanish); Photography; Film 
Making; Piano; Woodshop; Sewing; 
Golf. Write: Camp, 1714 Wantagh 
Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793 or call 
516 -781-5200. 
' • • ........ •• ,. .- • - • - , •••• - ••••••• -..... fl ...... fl ,. ..... , , ... ~ • .,, ,. ,. , ... , • , .. , I' , 
CILASSKHIEDS 
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM. 
Downtown. Available Aug. 1. 
$245/person includes ALL utilities. 
Gary: 273-6092; 273-7082 eves. 
NICE 3 BEDROOM APT. 
In quiet neighborhood downtown. 
Available 6/1. $200/pcrson plus 
utilities per month. Gary: 273-6092; 
273-7082. 
SUBLET: 
June I - August 15. 3 Bedroom 
apartment on Hudson St. Off-street 
parking, fully carpeted and 
furnished, any negotiations will be 
considered. Rent $200. Call Alison 
277 - 0029 or Steph 277 - 2013. 
WOODSY LAKE SETTING-
3 Bedroom house with fireplace. 10 
MONTH LEASE. Beach, Dock, 
Furnished. 273 - 7368 
206 PROSPECT ST. 
I Bedroom Apartment Blocks from 
Commons. $429 includes heat. 
Available August 15. 273 - 73~ 
ATTENTION - HIRING! -
Government jobs - your area. 
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-838-
8885. EXT. R 18660. 
"ATTENTION: EASY WORK 
EXCELLENT PAY! 
Assemble products at home. Details. 
1-602-838-8885 Ext. W- 18660 
"ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT 
SEIZED VEHICLES -
From $100. Fords, Mercedes, 
Corvettes, Chcvys. Surplus Buyers 
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 
18660. 
COUNSELORS WANTED • Trim 
down-fitness, co-cd, NYS camp. I 00 
positions: sports, crafts, many 
others. Camp Shane, Ferndale NY 
12734 (914) 292 - 4045. 
1. SEND TO -
TIIE ITHACAN 
CILASSillFillEillS 
RENTING NOW for 90 - 91 
school year 
Hudson St., Prospect St., Hillview 
Pl. 
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Bedroom 
apartments or whole houses. Most 
places have off street parking and 
all arc furnished. Prices range from 
$250. - $285 - per person. Available 
Aug. 1st, 1990. Call 273-5370. 
HOUSE FOR RENT : 
Aug 1990 downtown. 4 
bedrooms, carpeted, washer/ 
dryer, newly 
renovaled, furnished/unfurnished. 
parking - no pets. 272-3389/ 
273-6828. 
BRAND NEW -
Efficiency apt for person. 
Includes utilities, furniture, private 
bath & kitchen. Avail. Aug. 1. 
$325. Downtown. 273 - 4781 
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION 
ORBIG 
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP 
TO 
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS !!! 
Objective: Fundraiser 
Commitment: Minimal 
Money: Raise $1,400 
Cost: Zero Investment 
Campus organizations, clubs, frats, 
sororities call OCMC: 
1(800)932-0528/ 1(800)950-8472, 
ext. JO. 
HELP WANTED: 
Pennsylvania coed overnight camp 
seeks summer staff. Swim, crafts, 
golf, radio, nature, tennis, sailing, 
sports, Division leaders, Athletic 
Director, Ass't Cook, etc. 
CONTACT: Mark Glaser, 16 
Gumtree Lane, Lafayette Hill, 
Penna. 19444. Call 215-941-0128. 
Great experience! 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
953 DANBY ROAD 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14850 
OR IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS 
TI-IE ITI-IACAN 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
(CARE OF INTERCAMl'US MAIL) 
2. DROP OFF -
AT TIIE ITHACAN OFFICE 
PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS 
ROOM 266 
Non Commercial: $3.00 for the first 15 words and 
$.10 for each additional word. 
Business: $4.00 for the first 15 words and $.15 
for each additional word. 
Personal: $1.00 for the first 15 words and $.10 
for each additional word. 
DEADLINE - Monday before 5:00pm to insure publication 
on the following Thursday. 
NAME: 
ADDRESS : ___________ _ 
lPHONE NUIVIBElR : 
JDATES TO lRllJN : 
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The JFalr." §i(dle 
lby Gary JL21lr"somi 
"Liste_n, you want to come over to my place? 
I get great FM." 
by Mike Peteir~ fflrl 
1'11' 'rlOU ev~R l. - ~ ' 
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6 
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"OK, Zukutu -- that does it! Remember, those who 
live in grass houses shouldn't throw spears." &--l.Sii:::i=iiiiiillllii-==--==---=====a=...-,---=====-=====-========::::::i 
HOUSE FOR RENT: 
4 Bedroom, Furnished, Stone 
fireplace, Washer/Dryer, 
$325/bedroom. 273-9300 
SUMMER lLIFEGUARDS 
NEEDED: 
For J.C. outdoor pool. Must be 
currently matriculating student at 
Ithaca College. Interested students 
must obtain a referral card from the 
Financial Aid Office stating 
financial aid priority. Minimum 
qualifications arc Red Cross 
Lifeguard Training Certification and 
Basic Life Suppon: CPR for the 
Professional Rescuer. Contact Brad 
Bu~hanan (274-3275) for further 
information and application forms. 
Deadline for applications is friday, 
April 13, 1990. 
LOOKING FOR A 
FRATERNITY: 
, Sorority, or student organization that 
would like to earn up to $1,000 for 
o one week on campus marketing 
projecL Call Elizabeth U. or Monica 
at (800) S92-2121. 
3 BEDROOM SPACIOUS APT.-
Between J.C. and Commons, 
Washer/Dryer, Parking, Includes 
heat, S249 each for 3. S 199 each for 
4. 272 - 7030. 
SPRINGWOOD TOWNHOMES: 
1 and 2 bedroom townhomes, 
generously sized interiors, cathedral 
ceilings, Fireplaces, Private decks. 
273 - 9300. 
IT'S SATURDAY NIGHT--
And you are home reading the 
paper Because you're too far away 
from EVERYTHING! We have 1-
4 bedroom apartments on the bus 
line and close to I.e. and 
downtown.. $260/person. Spacious, 
WORKING fireplaces, wood floors, 
and more. Best of all...closc to 
Ithaca's night life. Call Tim 277-
5657 or after 5pm call LceAnn 277-
0313. 
STUDENT POSITIONS: 
Ithaca College Office of Summer 
Sessions seeks mature students to 
. provide administrative support for 
summer programs. Must have prior 
office experience and be able to 
. deal with public. Attention to detail 
and accuracy a must. Position I: 10 
·hours a week now through May 18; 
full time May 21 through August 
10. Position ill: Full-time May 14 
through August 10. $4.00 per hour 
plus garden studio apartment 
during summer employment period. 
Contact Nancy McComb, Office of 
Summer Sessions, Towers 
Concourse. Ithaca College, 274-
3143. 
BRAND NEW -
Efficiency apt. for 1 person. 
Includes all utilities and 
furniture. Available Aug. I. 
$340. Downtown. Call 273 -
4781 
COUNSELORS: 
Top Children's Camp, Berkshire 
Mts., Mass., seeks people over 20 
years who love children. Openings 
for those who have skills in any of 
the following areas: Tennis, 
Baseball, Basketball, Football, 
Swimming, Sailing. Scuba, 
Waterskiing, Computer Program, 
Golf, Karate, Lacrosse, Camp Radio 
Station, Ceramics, Fine Arts, 
Dramatics, Pianist. Good Salary, 
plus room, board and laundry. Write 
Winter Offices: CAMP LENOX, 
270-80 GRAND CENTRAL 
PKWY., or call: 212-662-3182. 
TOWNHOUSES -
Available Fall 1990. 3 Bedroom, 
living room, dining room, kitchen, 
bath and 1/2, outside patio, 1 car 
garage plus 2 spaces. Call (607) 
273 - 6142. 2-IOpm: 
SUMMER" JOBS: 
$9.10/hr. or commission. Advertising 
sales. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. Work close to 
school. Car recommended. Call 
Steve Gorman at (800) 344-6766 for 
details & application. 
METRO MARKETING GROUP 
GREAT SUMMER SUBLET - 2 
large · bedrooms, big Iivingroom, 
kitchen, bathroom with tub, 
screened-in porch and backyard. 
Fully furnished. Cheap!! Call 277 -
7128 if you 're interested. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT: 
103 E. Spencer St. Cash Rebate 
$200. Plus dishwasher, washer/dryer, 
parking, Heat, Spacious and Clean. 
Only $ZJ9_ per·, bedroom. Phone 
272 - 7030 .. 
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a powerful first half and balanced 
scoring to defeat the Dolphins, 26-
5. 
The scoring output fell just three 
short of the Ithaca record, which 
was set by the 1980 edition, when 
they beat C_olgate, 29-4. 
The Bombers set the tone of the 
game early on· as sophomore John 
Wessels put the ball in the net only 
seven seconds after the opening 
whistle was blown. That was the 
first of eight consecutive goals 
scored by the blue and gold in the 
opening period. The hosts could 
only muster one past Mike Hunger-
ford and the Bombers enjoyed an 8-
1 margin at the quarter. -
Ithaca did even better in the fol-
lowing period, not allowing Le-
Moyne to score at all. The cold 
weather had no effect on the Bom-
bers' hot sticks as they poured in 
seven goals during the second 15 
minutes. 
The defense had little problems, 
but whatever threats the hosts tried, 
the defense, anchored by Rick Kal-
Ienbom and Mark Maietta, along 
with Hungerford, took care of be-
fore anything dangerous occurred. 
Hungerford finished the first half 
with five saves. 
Dolphin coach Rob Didio must 
have said something inspiring to his 
team because the home team tallied 
the first two goals of the quarter, 
both in the first three minutes. 
Sophomore Joel Florczyk obvious-
ly did not like that, and he answer-
ed with two goals of his own, spur-
ring the Bombers on to another 
seven goal quarter 
Both teams just seemed to be 
playing out the fourth quarter, wait-
ing for the final buzzer to sound, 
and to get out of the cold. 
Ithaca fired 65 shots over the 60 
minutes of play and the man up 
squad, equivalent to the power play 
team in hockey, scored seven goals 
in 12 attempts, an impressive num-
ber. 
In fact, the only negatives of the 
afternoon were the ejections of 
Chris Passuello and Terry Thomp-
son for unsportsmanlike conduct, 
both calls a story in itself. 
Thirteen Bombers scored a goal 
with the sophomore quartet of Pete 
Cambi, John W esscls, Rob Schantz 
and Florczyk eacll scoring three 
goals. Cambi added two assists and 
Wessels and Schantz had an assist 
each. 
Corcoran had two goals and three 
assists on the day, while Aldrich 
registered two goals and two assists, 
as did Jim Vignona. Mark Ramsay 
and Shoulberg also contributed two 
goals. 
The Bombers home opener is this 
Saturday afternoon when Ithaca 
entertains nationally-ranked Cortland 
State. This Route 13 rivalry lived 
up to billing last year, when the 
Red Dragons took an 8-7 decision. 
Ithaca looks to reverse that score at 
1 :00 on the Terrace field. 
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Scoring JLeaclleirs 
G A Pts. 
Bill Aldrich 10 2 14 
Tom Corcoran 7 7 14 
Pete Cambi 7 3 10 
Joel Florczyk 4 6 10 
John Wessels 6 2 8 
Rob Schantz 5 2 7 
Charlie Shoulberg 5 l 6 
Terry Thompson 2 4 6 
GAMES THIS WEEK 
A SURE STOP 
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Monday - Saturday 10-6, Thursday until 8 • (607) 272-4902 
Just off the Commons, 112 N. Cayuga St., Ithaca 
SUMMER TERM 
at 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
This summer you can: 
*catchup 
*makeup 
*get ahead 
while you discover beautiful Ithaca in the 
summertime. 
*On-campus housing available. 
Classes in all five schools are offered. as well as: 
*workshops 
$®SSUOllll ~ 
May 29-Jime 2® 
· *internships 
*independent studies 
$1PJSSDlllllD ~~ 
JIIIH~!/ 2-AlllglUISU ~ 
(6iffflllll1 00Wl$UC 
JllIIBY 2-~ugusn a 
Registtrai:Ccft«»rrn lb>cegftm.t® Aprdili ~ 
Om f ·s S . ns TQwers Concourse. Ithaca College. ce o , ummer ess10 . 
953 Danby Rd .. Ithaca NY 14850 (607) 274-3143 
SOFTBALL 
3/31 
4/1 
4/4 
CREW 
3/31 
4/1 
TRACK 
3(31 
4/4 
TENNIS 
4(2 
4/4 
@ Montclair (2) 4:00 MEN'S LACROSSE 
@ Trenton (2) 12:00 
Scranton (2) 3:00 3/31 Cortland 
4(2 Colgate 
4/4 @ Hobart 
Marist 10:00 WOMEN'S LACROSSE 
@ Syracuse 11:00 
3(29 
3/31 
4(3 
@ Army Inv. 10:00 
Binghamton/ 3:00 BASEBALL 
Hartwick 
Hartwick 
RIT 
3/31 
4/1 
4{3 
3:00 4/4 
3:00 
Live-in Muller Chapel 
Thursday, March 29 
Friday, March 30 
Saturday, Morch 3 1 
8:00pm 
Admissions: 2.00 
Limited Seating 
@ Bloomsburg 
Lock Haven 
East Stroudsburg 
@ Wm. Paterson 
@ Wm. Paterson 
@ Cortland 
@ Hobart (2) 
1:00 
3:3.0 
4:00 
3:30 
1:00 
3:30 
3:00 
1:00 
3:30 
1:00 
Tickets on sale March 19 at the Chapel office ~ 27 4-3103 
., .... 
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By Christa Anoll 
Swimmer Jeff Ungvary and 
Gymnast Amy Applcr have been 
named the Ithaca College Booster 
Club Winter Scholar-Athletes of the 
Season. 
A junior, Ungvary is a business 
finance major. His minors arc 
advertising/public relations and 
economics. His cumulative grade 
point average is 3.259. 
Ungvary's coach, Kevin 
Markwardt, said, "Jeff had an 
cutstanding season. His ability to 
"He (Ungvary) did 
more than fill a void, 
he set a school 
record." --Coach 
Markwardt 
perform well under pressure was a 
key element for success in our most 
important meets." 
Ungvary captured first place in 
the ICAC Championship in the 100 
free, 200 free, and 400 free relay. 
He was also the top point-getter in 
the ICAC mceL 
He led the team in wins, with 41, 
and in points scored, with 299.7~. 
Ungvary was a state meet finalist in 
six events and an NCAA qualifier 
in three: the 100 free, 400 medley 
relay, and 800 free relay. 
Ungvary received All-American 
honors in the 400 medley relay and 
honorable mention in the 200 and 
800 free relays and 200 medley 
relay. 
He also set school records in the 
100 free, 200 medley relay, and 400 
medley relay. 
Coach Markwardt said, '.'Due to 
our weakness in sprinting this year, 
Jeff was asked to move down from 
the distance events where he had 
been most successful in the past. 
He did more than fill a void, he set 
a school record." 
Ungvary is involved with the 
Financial Management Association 
and the College Republicans. He is 
the co-chair on the President's Host 
Commiuee, and a contributing 
writer to The Ithacan. 
Despite all of his 
accomplishments, Coach .Markwardt 
believes that with increased practice 
time, Ungvary can be better. 
Coach Markwardt said, 'Thour;h 
he has had great success with nis 
swimming this year, I believe Jeff 
would be even more successful if 
he dedicated additional time and 
effort to practice. However, he, 
more than any other member of the 
team places clear priority on 
academic commitments over those 
of athletics." 
Appler, also a junior, is a 
physical education major. She 
possesses a 3.399 cumulative grade 
point average. 
The 1989-1990 season was 
Appler's first at the collegiate level. 
Her previous two years at IC, 
Appler helped gymnast head coach 
Rick Suddaby coach the Bombers. 
Appler's toughest competition did 
not come from the women she 
competed against, but from her 
ankles. She is constantly battling 
the swelling and pain bone chips 
and arthritis found in both ankles 
cause. 
Appler's athletic honors for the 
past season include ECAC 
champion in the vault, floor and all-
around. She took second in the 
same meet in the bars and balance 
"She (Appl er) competes 
with arthritis and bone 
chips in both her 
ankles which side lines 
her a great deal in 
practice." . --Coach 
Suddaby 
beam. 
In the national tournament, Applcr 
captured the floor exercise and all-
around. Her score in the floor 
exercise set a nati,mal record. 
Appler is the team captain and 
was named to the dean's list for 
fall 1989. 
Coach Suddaby said, "Amy is a 
leader athletically and in her 
professional course of study. She 
competes with arthritis and bone 
chips in both her ankles which side 
line her a great deal in practice." -
Much 29. _1_990 .. 
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Kibelstis said. "To wake up at S 
a.m. on your spring break to row a 
boat with hands full of blisters for 
two hours is a lot of stress and 
takes a lot more dedication." 
rowing team., ·~h._ ' 
freezing cold of Ithaca. Both crews 
have been practicing for the past 
two weeks to get ready for the 
upcoming races. 
National Championship. 
Kibelstis said, "Las! year we 
finished seventh in lhc nation, we 
won the petite semi-finals, but this 
third race. 
One novice rower stated "We've 
learned a new sport and have been 
On the seventh day, the men's 
crew decided to row to the locks in 
the Savanna river 9.5 miles away. 
Men's novice coach Ward Romer 
said, "It was a real adventure 
despite the tornado warnings and 
rain." 
Coach Robinson is looking to 
Kibelslis, men's heavyweight 
commodore Todd Conner and 
heavyweight Eric Christensen to 
lead the teams toward victory. 
Coach Robinson said, 'These guys 
lead by example and the other 
rowers rally behind them." 
"It's a real test to see how far you 
can both physically and mentally 
push yourself." --Jenn Moon 
Kibelstis said the adventure "was 
the longest day of my life. It took 
50 minutes to get there and over 
two hours to get back!" 
After having a week of high 80 
and low 90 degree weather the 
The men's lightweight boat is 
hoping to go undefeated this season 
while winning the New York State 
Small School Championships and 
then moving on Lo the Dad Vail 
r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il 
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year we want to make the final six 
and from there ... " 
TI1e men's heavyweight boat, led 
by Conner, winner of the Tallman 
award for team's most outstanding 
oarsman the last two years, said, 
'This year we have a lot of depth 
and strong talent that is willing LO 
work hard, therefore we should 
have a really good season." 
Conner feels this is the year that 
the heavyweight will make the 
finals in the nationals after finishing 
12th in the nation last year. 
Coach Romer feels the new 
novice crew "has great potential. 
I'm looking forward to tl1c racing 
this season, I think we can do real 
well." 
This will be the novice crews 
An nouncn111g an off er 
designed to save money 
for people 'Wlho are, 
well,-a bit iong-wiinded 
when it comes to, 
you know, talking on 
fue phone, and who, 
quite understandabir, 
don't want to have 
to wait till after 11 pm 
to get a dea! on 
long distance price§. 
trauung hard since Sept.ember. 
feel tlrnt the crew is rowing really 
well together and will be 
competitive against whoever we 
race againsL" 
The women's teams have a new 
head coach this year, Jocelyn 
Kcaming, who joined the IC 
coaching staff in September. 
Coach Kcaming brings with her 
immense talent by being a three-
time national team member and an 
alternate on the 1988 U.S. Olympic 
rowing Learn. 
When asked about how her crews 
would preform, Coach Kearning 
replied, "The girls arc rowing much 
better and have made a lot of 
progress. They'll be challenging 
crews." 
Three-year rower Tracey Shramek 
. l. l 'l. rr-rReaclJOu/".lll/('/"/Uil'(uill(illld-..ill')()ll.ll(ll()!l)()l!J' II ·,ou -.pl'i1d :1 l()t (>I tu ill· 011 Ill P Hll1L. l 1L · l . . - 1 . 11--rReach Out· .-t,uenu; 
lrn10 di.~t:tncv hill. .\nd \()ll d(1111 !u,,: 111 -.!J: up Llll' to d<l II ....,1,u1111'...'. .11, p111. l.ll. l 
/J/a~ takl':-. :ui ;1dditi()itil 2')",, ( >ff ()Ur :1l1t·:1d~ rnlllLL'd l'\ L'1111\½ pncL'" 
'Iii !ind uut nH 1rL·. cill u-. :11 1800 REACH OUT, ext. '!093. 
:\mi d\ln·1 \\OlT:. \,·di KL'L'P ii hnd 
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AY&V 
The right choice. 
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said, 'The women's crew this year 
is faster and stronger than previous 
years" and is expecting a winning 
season. 
Christine Agnello said, "We had 
a hard winter training program and 
we're ready to win." 
The novice women arc also 
expecting a winning season. Lisa 
Heirnarck said, "It's hard but I've 
never been this fit in my life, the 
coaching staff is great and brings 
the best out in everyone. It's fun." 
Coach Robinson said, "Crew can 
be difficult for many people 
because they've never had a sport 
like this before and at college. 
alh.lctes arc in their prime. Often it 
is hard for them to !cam a new 
sport instead of pursuing a sport 
they've already played." 
Also, many people can't 
understand why crew members arc 
willing to get up at S a.m. to go 
out and row. Todd Conner replied, 
"Because you love the sport so 
much you arc willing to make 
sacrifices, it's an incredible 
commitment." 
"The rush of crossing the finish 
line first makes you forget the pain 
and you arc willing LO do it all 
again" said Moon, "There's no one. 
outstanding rower, it's eight 
outstanding rowers and a coxswain 
functioning as one." 
One thing that all the rowers 
mention is the bond t11at is formed. 
Agnello said, "It takes a lot of 
dedication and you create a lot of 
friendships that will last for life." 
"It's such a cohesive team, the 
people you trust and count on arc 
teammates because you depend on 
them cvcryd:1y, September through 
May" said Conner. 
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lily Eve DeForest and 
Scott Leightman 
The home opener of the men's 
lacrosse team was delayed last 
Tuesday due to inclement weather. 
The anticipated match-up against 
Colgate University was postponed 
until early April while the Bombers 
traveled to meet third ranked 
Nazareth College in an inter-
division contest on Saturday. 
Nazareth attacked early in the 
first quarter and maintained a 
lightning pace as they outscored the 
Bombers 5-2. 
Unassisted, sophomore midfielder 
John W esscls scored the first Ithaca 
goal at 8:01 in the quarter. 
Minutes later, teammate Joel 
Florczyk assisted freshman Charlie 
0 
Schoulbcrg as he scored IC's 
second goal at 13:47. 
During the second quarter, the 
Bombers settled into the action and 
were able to shift the game's 
momentum to their own advantage. 
Senior Jim Vignona assisted 
Kevin Engel as he began the rally 
with a goal at 3:15. Tom Corcoran 
assisted Rob Schantz's goal at 5:05 
and then raced to score a goal of 
his own thirty-three seconds later. 
Following captain Corcoran's lead, 
junior Bill Aldrich scored the next 
two consecutive goals within 
seventeen seconds of each other. 
Aldrich scored first unassisted and 
then broke away with the help of 
sophomore Terry Thompson. 
At the close of the first half, 
0 
Ithaca College had pressed within 
one goal of a stunned Nazareth 
team. 
Realizing the Bomber's offensive 
potential, Nazareth replaced goalies 
at the half. 
The game's second half was more 
of a defensive struggle as Nazareth 
closed down the Ithaca offense. 
Scoring six unanswered goals, 
Nazareth built their lead to 14-7, 
and won the game. 
Senior captain Mike Hungerford 
continued to perform impressively 
in goal. Maintaining a consistent 
level of skill and stamina he made 
21 saves while playing a complete 
game. 
According to Hungcrford,"The 
score wasn't indicative ... " of the 
Year 11n-~-11. irev1ew 
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Gross passed Fusilli on 96B jus! 
before the College to take another 
victory. I guess he was no! 
satisfied by pinning his opponent at 
1:03 in that afternoon's final. 
LIGHTS OUT A WARD: Ray 
LeChase. Once again in the 
Buffalo match, LcChase was 
defeating his 134 pound counterpart 
2-1 when the lights in the gym 
wen! out. Rather than waiting 10 
minutes for the lights to come back 
on, the match was continued in the 
dark. Unfortunately for Ray, he 
was taken down during that time, 
and lost, 3-2. 
NOW I'M COMFORT ABLE 
AW ARD: Joel Lamson. Lamson 
reported for camp slightly 
overweight and began the season at 
the 142 slot. He struggled there 
and also at 134. When he returned 
to his regular 126 position, Lamson 
won every bout except for the 
national final, when he lost only 2-
0 to the pre-tournament favorite. 
IS THIS lPRACTICE OR A 
TOURNAMENT AW ARD: 
Mike Cronmiller and Tim Habecker. 
In the 167 final of the Ithaca 
Invitational, these two teammates 
squared off against each other. The 
match was a close one, with 
Cronmiller holding on for a 6-2 
decision. 
NICKNAME AW ARD: Marty 
"Nails" Nichols and Ron "Wild 
Stork" Gross. 
JASON AWARD: Tim Cotter. 
Cotter had to wear a mask attached 
!O his headgear to pro!ect a broken 
nose. 
WHAT MORE COULD I DO 
AW ARD: Bill Hadsell. After 
losing to the number one seed in 
the regionals, Hadsell won the rest 
of his matches impressively, 
including the third place match. 
Despite his hard work and 
outstanding performance, Hadsell 
was snubbed _by the wild card 
committee. 
STAGEFRIGHT AWARD: 
Fusilli. After winning the national 
title, Fusilli could not complete the 
required drug test until 2 A.M. 
QUOTE AW ARD: Murray. 
When asked about Gross, he 
replied, "One time I asked Mr. 
Gross what he fed them (Ron and 
his brother, a star wrestler for St. 
Lawrence). And he said that he 
gave them gunpowder." 
way the team played. "We were 
easily as physical ... as Nazareth." 
"I thought we played hard ... ," said 
Hungerford, " ... but there were times 
in the game when we didn't keep 
our composure ... We have to do 
better at keeping our mental 
concentration." 
Concentration was not lacking 
yesterday afternoon when the Bom-
bers travelled to Syracuse to take 
on LcMoyne College. Ithaca used 
see Laxcrs page 19 
SUMMER 
PROGRAMS 
Session I 
Session n 
May 21-June 29 
July 2-August 10 
New York University's Summer Programs in Arts & Scienl'C include 
comprehensive offerings at Washington Square-and study abroad 
programs in England, France, and Spain. 
LIVE IN GREENWICH VILLAGE: 
AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
Rates: $100 per ~on, $200 for the entire summer with li or more 
credits per session. Call for details, or sPnd coupon. 
To receive the Summer School Bulletin and for further infonnation, 
send this coupon to: 
Arts & Science Summer Programs 
New York University 
6 Washington Square North 
New York, New York 10003 
or call: (212) 998-8170 
Name ___________________ _ 
Address _________________ _ 
City _______________ _ 
Stat.e _________ ~pl'Ode ______ _ 
Telephone _________________________ _ 
~a of interest: ___________ _ 
Undergraduate study l _ l Graduate study l I 
N,w fork l 'nrwNtv is.u1,illim1a11\1' ,u·tiorv.-111,,l op1w1n111111,· m,11111111111 
S'E9{J01( Ithaca College Special Events/Conferences 
Summer,_ Positions 
., . 
Summer Conference Coordinators SP,!MI-~ 
Computer Ass_istant 
Several positions are available for students 
during the Summer of 1990 to work with the area 
of Special Events/Conferences. 
1. Three student conference Coordinators will be 
hired to work with Special Events and Conferences 
scheduled on campus during the summer. Primary 
responsibilities involve coordinating all the 
arrangements for housing, food service, registration 
and other conference needs for conference groups. 
The positions involves a great deal of contact with 
the public. 
The jobs require evening and weekend hours. 
Students will be required to live on campus in the 
Garden Apartments. The positions are open to any 
student returning to Ithaca College in the Fall. 
Training for the position will be full-time 
beginning Commencement Weekend and will end the 
third week in August. 
The compensation includes a 2-Person Garden Apartment 
· with a telephone and salary. 
2. Computer Assistant--responsib\e for entering all 
summer data and maintaining records, office assistance, 
and assistance with summer billing. 
Interested students should pick up an application from 
the special Events/Conferences office located in the 
Campus Center Office, When the application is returned, 
an appointment will be scheduled with Cheryl Cunningham, 
Special Events/Conferences. 
Deadline for applications is April 6, 1990 by 5 PM. 
Interviews will be scheduled between April 9-20, 1990. 
---------~-----------
--
Saturtlay, Jlpri( 7, 1990 
Sheraton Inn 
9:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m. 
J-iors '])'oeuvres - 1Jee Jay - Casfi 'Bar 
'Tick#s wi1[ 6e on sale 
Yipri[ 2, 3, 4, & sin tne 
Campus Center .Lobf,g 
from10 a.m. to2 p.~ 
$8.00 per person 
Mu.st snow I'D wli.en purcfiasing a ticf«,t. ' 
' 
... Limitecf 'Eck!ts 5lvai[a6[e ... 
I ' Sliutt{e 'Buses .9l.vai£a6{e 8:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m. 
I I from tfi.e Campus Center I 
P(ease don't drink.and drive I I ! 
---- i 
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Lacrosse---1, 
from page 24 
will bring her team the most 
competition include former national 
champion, Trenton State, as well as 
SL Lawrence, William Smith and 
Cortland. 
She feels her team is a very 
positive group who is interested in 
playing some good lacrosse and arc 
real "diehards." 
What the team is aiming for.. is 
play in the New York State 
tournament. The tournament talces 
place at the end of April. 
According· lO Golden, the winner 
of this tournament will most likely· · 
be offcte<l an NCAA bid. Last 
year CWo teams from New York, St. 
Lawrence and William Smith, went 
to the NCAAs. This showed the 
s1rength of N.Y. state teams since 
only eight tcams_go. ' 
The Bombers took on Divisio~ I 
Cornell on Tuesday. The Big Red 
defeated Ithaca, 7-5. 
The Bombers fell behind early 
and were losing 5-0 by the time th~ 
first half ended. 
IC came out strong in lhe second 
half and scored four unanswered 
goals. 
Hopkins, Diamond, Deaver and 
Jen Allen netted the goals f~r the 
Bombers. 
Unfortunately for Ithaca, Cornell 
scored with 6:04 left to give them 
a 6-4 lead. Cornell's goal with 33 
seconds_ left put them up for good. !f opkins added a Bomber goal 
with only seven scconos left 
The loss dropped the Bombers' 
record to 2-1, Cornell moved to 2-
0. 
TI1e Bombers next game is 
Thursday at Bloomsburg. IC opens 
Its home season on Saturday against 
Lock Haven. 
JJV Basebal!Il 
By Christa Anoll 
The Ithaca College women's 
lacrosse team has started off its 
season successfully, winning two 
out of its first thre<: games. Debbie 
Deaver led the Bombers' offense 
attack with six goals and four 
assists in the three games. 
Deaver's six goals and four assists 
pushed her up to sixth place among 
the Ithaca College all-Lime scoring 
leaders. 
Deaver now has a total of 82 
goals, 29 assists, and 1 IO total 
points. 
Last season, Deaver was the 
squad's second leading scorer, 
behind Mary Kelly Rayel. with a 
total of 44 points. 
Deaver scored 30 goals and 
contributed 14 assists. 
A senior this season, Deaver is 
one of the tri-captains. She has 
played on the varsity team at the 
attack position since her freshman 
ye<1r. 
This season, Coach Andrea 
Golden looks to Deaver as more 
Debbie Deaver 
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than an attacker. She secs Deav 
as a team leader, on and off th 
field. 
Coach Golden expects Deaver to 
be a force on the attack end of the 
rield and expects Deaver to sec play 
m a number of other positions. 
Deaver is looked at as a 
tremcndollS threat on offense, not 
only to score goals, but to 
contribute to the success of her 
teammates. 
Coach Golden is pleased with the 
way Deaver has developed over the 
past three years on the Bomber 
squad. She said that Deaver has 
improved on her skills, physically 
and mentally. 
Golden has been impressed with 
th~ way Deaver ha.~ played so far 
~1s season, especially with her play 
m ~e second half of the game 
agamst Division I Cornell on 
Tuesday. 
Coach Golden described Dcavcr's 
play as "strong" and "hard-nosed". 
She expects Deaver to continue to 
play as well as she has. 
Bomber§ open season with los§ 
By Christa Anoll 
The Ithaca College junior varsity 
baseball team opened its season 
Tuesday against Keystone. 
Unfortunately for the Bombers, 
they lost both games of the 
doubleheader, 6-3 and 9-8. 
In the first game, Scott Pohlman 
took the mound for Ithaca. 
Pohlman lasted only 2 1/3 innings, 
as he gave up five runs. 
Dave Stone relieved Pohlman and 
finished the contest. pitching 3 2/3 
innings and giving up one run. 
Pohlman was hit with his first 
loss of the season. 
Leading the Bombers' offense 
attack were Aaron Attaniesc and 
foe Fitzgerald. 
In the second game, the Bombers 
sent freshman Eric Gibson to the 
mound to start the game. 
Gibson went three innings, giving 
up seven runs.. Only two of the 
seven runs were earned. 
The Bombers' defense committed 
three errors in the second inning. 
Gibson was relieved in the fourth 
inning by another freshman, Matt 
Brosdin. Brosdin pitched the last 
three innings and was hit with the 
loss. 
Brosdin gave up two runs. 
Going into the fifth inning, the 
Bombers were losing by a score of 
7-2. Ithaca made a comeb:i.ck, 
scoring six runs. 
Sophomore first baseman Eric 
Ziobro knocked in two runs with a 
single. The designated hitter, 
freshman Kevin Ferrell ripped a 
double to center field to score one 
run. 
Vic Marchon, a freshman second 
baseman, had an RBI single. 
Sophomore right fielder Mike 
Schlecr drove in a run with a 
Student Part-Time 
sacrifice fly. 
The six-run fifth inning pushed 
the Bombers ahead of Keystone, 8-
7, but Keystone came back and 
defeated !he Bombers by a final 
score of 9-8. 
The Bombers next game is a 
doubleheader Saturday against 
Mohawk Valley. 
HELP TED 
~a.mp1LJ1.S 
Suml1i1ier 1990 2ur1d/(Q)Jr 
1990-='91 Academi~ Yce21rt 
Ml undergraduate students planning to 1retuum 1£(()) 
Ithaca College for Summer 1990, and/or the 
Jl.990-'91 Academic Year, are encouraged to appily 
to work at the Campus Centero 
Applications for several entry level positio:irns 
leading to Manager/Leader and Assistamnt 
Manager/Leader positions are availableo 
Applications will be available at two informatiolnlali 
meetings which will take place on~ 
April 3rd at 12:15-1:00 pom. and April 4th at 6:00-6:415 porno 
in the Campus Center Coffeehouseo 
Positions Available fori 
Audio-Visual Office Assistant 
Candy-Shoppe Pub 
Check Cashing Set-Up 
Information Desk 
........ - .......... . 
a 
"' 
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By Rorie Pickman and Christa 
Anon 
The Ithaca College women's 
lacrosse team started its 1990 
season successfully, defeating Bates 
College and Springfield. 
On Saturday, the Bombers took 
on Bates. The Bombers came out 
on top, winning 14-5. Ithaca was 
led by juniors Robin Hopkins and 
Nancy Diamond, and freshman 
Megan Quinlan. 
Senior Debbie Deaver had a 
strong game, contributing two goals 
and three assists. 
Coach Andrea Golden was 
pleased with the squad's 
performance. She felt the team was 
successful because of a mixture of 
-~ experience and youth. 
I: Senior Beth Phelps and freshman 
i Jo Leiva split time in goal. Coach 
] Golden said, "Both girls did very 
• !:I well." 
~ Coach Golden felt the l combination of Deaver, HopkiTL~ 
~ and Diamond worked well together. 
CONTROL: Ithaca's Jen Allen handles the ball in the Bombers' game against Division I Cornell. The 
Bombers lost, 7-5. 
She felt that the team's lead at 
halftime gave them a chance to do 
different things in the second half. 
On Sunday, the Bombers defeated 
24 pages *Free 
Division II Springfield, 10-6. 
"Springfield was a very athletic 
team with good speed," Coach 
_Golden said. However, she feels 
that the Bombers midfield and 
defensive wings did a good job 
controlling their opponents speed. 
The Bombers were led by 
Hopkins and Deaver. Each had 
three goals and junior Aileen Foster 
added two goals. 
Golden felt it was Diamond's 
goal which gave the Bombers a 7-
5 lead that set the game. 
Phelps and Leiva were the goal 
tenders. Phelps saved eight shots 
in the first half and Leiva saved 
three in the second half. 
Golden felt that this was a great 
weekend for her team and feels 
positive about the sca~on. 
"We arc a different team than last 
year with more power and speed 
and we pass the ball quicker" said 
Golden about the up tempo team . 
They also have many new players. 
Golden feels that the teams 
goaltending seems to be a trigger 
point and they also have a strong 
defensive area. 
The teams which Golden expects 
see Lacrosse page 23 
1989--90 Wrestling: A look back 
By Scott Leightman 
It's finally over. 
The long and successful careers 
of the class of '90 wrestlers ended 
last Thurn.lay with heavyweight 
Mike Fusi Iii 's participation in the 
Division I NCAA Championships. 
During their four years, the eight 
of them have achieved two 
consecutive team national titles, two 
national individual titles, 15 All-
American honors, including five 
seconds, have amassed an 
impressive 751 wins and the fust 
ever participation in the National 
Duals by a Division III squad, 
among other achievements. 
Fusilli ended his career by taking 
part in the Division I tournament. 
After defeating Cam Strahm of 
Oregon, 8-3, in the first round, the 
Division III national champ took on 
number one seed Kurt Angle. 
Fusilli gave Angle a tough match 
before bowing, 11-6. 
"Angle was good on his feet, but 
not too good on top, and he 
By Marc A. Feledy 
This Saturday the Ithaca College 
men's and women's rowing teams 
begin their 1990 spring season 
against Marist and Bucknell. On 
,Sunday, the women's crew travel 
away to ta1ce on Syracuse. 
Both crews have been training for 
the past ten weeks to get into both 
physical and mental shape to take 
on the challenge of a 2000 meter 
race. 
Men's bead coach Dan Robinson 
couldn't hold Mike down,'! Ithaca 
coach John Murray said. "I'll give 
him credit, he never packed it in, 
he kept plugging away." 
After that loss, Fusilli moved into 
the consolation bracket and took on 
Larock Benford of Purdue, who 
ironically is named after Ithaca Hall 
of Fame wrestler Jim LaRock. 
Benford was much bigger than 
Fusilli and that seemed to be the 
difference. Benford took the bout 
by a 6-2 count. 
"Most of what Mike tried to do 
was neutralized by his (Benford's) 
strength. If Mike had taken him 
down once, it might've been a 
different story," Murray said. 
"Mike had a great career and a 
great experience here, he had 
something that the other losers 
didn't. 
His performance in the Division I 
meet was the end of a stellar 
season for Fusilli. He led the 
squad with 35 wins, 13 pins, as 
well as team points and takedowns. 
Classmate Mike Cronmiller tied 
said, "For ten weeks the rowers 
have been training hard, learning 
discipline and patience while 
building stamina. strength and 
endurance. Come race time it all 
comes down to what's inside." 
At the end of last fall's season, 
the men's crew won the light eight 
gold medal at the Frostbite regatta. 
The following day the men's heavy 
four and the women's eight won 
gold medals at the Braxton regatta. 
With the start of the spring 
semester, both crews began a winter 
Fusilli for the team lead in dual 
meet wins, each capturing 15. 
Fusilli and fellow senior Marty 
Nichols ate tied for third on the list 
of all-time winningcst wrestlers on 
South Hill, with US each. Ron 
Gross, one of the team's tri-
captains, follows with 113. Joel 
Lamson, another captain, registered 
107 victories and Tim Habccker 
narrowly missed the century mark, 
winning 98 for ninth place. 
The year started off on a positive 
note when the Bombers captured 
the Ithaca Invitational. Four 
members won individual titles, those 
being Tim Cotter at 134; Marty 
Nichols at 158; 167-pounder 
Cronmiller and heavyweight Fusilli. 
Nichols continued his win streak, 
which totalled 13, and was the first 
wrestler to be honored as The 
Ithacan athlete of the w~~k. Fusilli 
and Gross were also given this 
award. 
As a preliminary to the nationals, 
the team had to qualify in the East 
Regionals. Six Bombers--Larnson, 
training program. Winter training 
consisted of 5000 and 2500 meter 
ergomcter pieces, weight training 
and cross-country running. 
During the training, the men's 
crew completed two triathlons 
consisting of a 3000 meter 
ergometer piece, weight repetitions 
and a 2.5 mile run in 45 minutes. 
By the end of the competition the 
rowers experienced new <lefinitions 
of pain and exhaustion. Varsity 
coxswain Jenn Moon added, "It's a 
real test to see how far you can 
Cotter, Gross, Nichols, Cronmiller 
and Fusilli--scored regional titles. 
Two others, -Habccker and Dan 
Bieller, qualified for the NCAA 
Championships. 
Fusilli 's national title took the 
spotlight of the Division· III 
tournament, which was hosted by 
Ithaca. Four others placed, with 
Lamson and Nichols narrowly 
losing in the finals of their 
respective weight classes. 
Cronmillcr rebounded from a tough 
semi-final Joss to the eventual 
champ to win third place. 
The following arc awards I've 
created about the past season: 
REVENGE AW ARD: Mike 
Fusilli. After losing to Buffalo's 
Chuck Guptill in the semi-final of 
the States by overtime criteria, 
Fusilli destroyed Guptill, 14-3, in 
the final dual meet of the season. 
SMART COACHING MOVE 
AW ARD: John Murray. In the 
same meet, Murray announced Ron 
Gross in the 150 slot, but Gross 
continued to warm up under the 
both physically and mentally push 
yourself." 
After winter training, both teams 
drove down to Augusta, Georgia to 
get on the water for the first time 
in over three months. The crews 
spent eight days, with five days of 
double practices, to reacquaint 
themselves with the boats and 
touch-up on their technique. 
The rowers had to deal with the 
heat, humidity and blisters. Men's 
lightweight commodore John 
see Crew page 21-
bleachers. When the 158 bout was 
about to begin, Gross came out 
from under the bleachers and 
wrestled his friend, Jeff Howard. 
Gross won, 12-5. 
THE REF COST ME THE 
MATCH A WARD: Tim 
Habecker. Habccker wins this 
award twice in the same day. 
Against Army, Habecker was 
engaged in a 1-1 duel, and, with 
the clock running down, was in a 
stalemate position. However, a 
stalemate was not called, and his 
opponent scored a ta1cedown to win 
the bout. About two hours later, 
Habecker took down his 
Bloomsburg opponent successfully 
but was then immediately called for 
an illegal hold. That in itself was 
a bad call, but when he did not 
return, he was awarded the match. 
AJ. FOYT A WARD: Ron 
Gross. After traveling a fast-paced 
five hours back from the East 
Regionals in Wa~hington, D.C., 
see Y car page 22 
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